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A COMPARISON OF THREE LEVELS OF-STRUCTURE

..0FLEDUCe'IONAL 'PROGRAMS IN FAMILY DAY CARE

INTRODUCTION

e.

Problem

While there are many-yariations in contemporary prac-

tice for the care of preschool children outside the home

in settings referred to as "day care, there seem to be

two major categories. These are, respectively, "gioup".

and "faMily day, care. There has. been much controversy

over which of the two may be superior; and/or less 'likely

to be inj\trious to the young child_away.from hiS home; How-
.

ever,. even a superficial awareness iof current .practices Sug-

gests that both a :e likely to be operative for some time.

Indeed,,each has certain advantages over the other, depending

upon attitudes of the natural parents, the age anld,other

Characteristics of the children and adults involved in the

day _care service, etc.

It is clear, however, that family day care is becoming

increasingly popular if.(or, no other reason than that it

appears to be more economical in the cost per.child. Its

proponentsof course, argue that there are other justifying

featureS. Iritiee,d, there are few, if any, studies that have

demonstrated clear.uperiority of one approach over the other.

0 0 6
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Such studies in fact would be extremely difficult to con- .

duct since for group daY care the "center" would be the

natural unit of observation and consequently the "sample

size" is extremely small: Any day care program, whether

group-or family; will vary on many variables besides the

simple categorization of whether they are a group or
. 9

family facility. Thug, the personality of the director,.

staff, physical facilities A;za of the center, etc.

are all confounding Variables in any analysis of day

'bare effectiveness. Furthermore, the larger the center
, -

the ,more confounding variables that are likely to be

present. .

The federal government has already Passed some legis-

lat,ion and-May consider even broader and more extensive
o

laws which, if enacted, will'dramatically 'expand day care

s-arvices for children. AsChapman and Lazar (1971) have

indicated,. though day care_inthe United Stateg, or, for

that matter, in the rest of the world, is not new, care-

ful research in day care is.

Clearly- the federal government is concerned about

the impact of various types ofhurricUla on the child's

cognitive, social and emotional growth., Chapmanand

Lazar (1971) state:. "As-of,yet, there-have been no care-
,

contro'lled comparisons between different types of

day care curricula. Future researchers might consider

setting up such comparisons."

16.



The :.present research and demonstration project in-

Vestigaited several different approaches to preschool

education .for chAldren between the ages of ewo-and-pne-

_ 'half and five. 'Several curricular systems were im-

plemented7inj'amily day care settings 'and each." was
L.

evaluated and compared with the/others to determine its
P

degree ofwiMpact on the'family ,day care child's cogni-

tIve.,.personal and social development.,'

Because no new physical plant or -large PrOfessional

staff is required,"the cost of most family day dare ser-

vices is' lowe?.thangroup day care. HiWever, there is
.

some concern'that the cost of providing educational_

-programs (which would insure that family day care would

be mo/le than mere "babysitting"). would change the cost

advantage. Many have -argued that such educational prO-

grams for very young children can be carried out thore

inexpensively in group day 'care centers which reduce the,
a

cost,per Contact hour.' -The.' critics of family ay care

have alSo pointed out that even when lay persori',s are used

as teachers in edycational programs for family day care,-

the unit cost of these activities, added to that of sim-
.

ply caring for a ahild, may be dispropOrtionately high,
1

thus reducing the attractiveness of family day care.

Additionally, it is purported tha such an increase with

currently limited fundS would -a o reduce'the.number of

0



children whb might be offered whatever advantages' the

proponents of family day-care service 1?.elieve,this type-
,

of zervice provides.- it is argued that non-

professionals Cannot.proVide as effective an educational,

experience as can the staff of most group day care cep

ters. -Since we belie4e that family days care programs

will continue to expand, that there are real advantages

to a home setting in'the preschool child 'S own neighbrr-

hood,.and that mpderatelY trained paraprofessionals can

be effective "teacherS" 2
t,this study sought to, examine)

the relative success of several educational programs of

modest unit cost in Such a system.

Related Research

The earlier quoted statement by Chap9m and Lazar

".
(1971) to the effect-that we have no carefully controlled'

!

comparaVive studies of various day care curricula does

;not-meih that we laciCany'information regarding the dm-

pact of various types of interVention programs on similar

target populations (i.e., the disadvantaged). Since 1962
. "

_a number of research,studieS have attempted to determine

whether various prOchool programs.for.children-aged two

to five years, nave measurable effects -on a child's short

.and long-term cognitive development. (Bereiter & Engel-

mann, 1966; Crowell & Fargo,.1967; Curtis 8c, Berzonskv'

1967; Deutsch, 1968; Ditoren'Zo & Salter, 1966; Hartman,

0 :)



1.961_; Hodges, McCandless & Spicker, 19671 Klaus & Gray;'

1968; Stern, 1968; Weikart, 1967; Edwards & Stern,'1970).
0

The intervention and assessment programs in these

studies have .a number of common characteristics:

- The"target populations consisted of dis-
advantaged children.

e programs were carried out .in a grOup
nura'ery school environment.

- S rong emphasis was placed on overcoming
14nguage deficiencies.

- An attempt was made to vary the degree bf
"'structure" or task orientation

In terms of the dimension of "structure' 1arnes,
4

Teska and Hodgins (1970)-found that among Pour=year-olds

in group settings, those in a highly structured in-

structional program showed the-greatest gains in per-

formance on the Stanford-Binet, the Illinois Test of

PsycholinguiStic Abilities, and the Peabody Vocabulary'

Te/st. In addltion they.found that those children who

participated in a "traditional" Iprogram.(low on the

structure'continuum) showed modest gains. Children in

the "Community-integrated!' program experienced a program

similar to the "traditional" one, except that a number

of less advantaged childr\en- were integrated into a middle

class nursery school situ tion. Children in this pro-

gram (also low on tle stru ture continuum) made relatively

little progress. Finally those who participated in a
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1

Montessori program'(ml:dway on the structure continuum)

showed the aeast progress.

Blank and Solom8n (1968) found marked gains in iri-

.

telligence scores following an individualized tutorial

program There the' specific instructional-goal was the

developm nt'of language for cognition. AlSo, Drtoretizd

and Salt47 (1968)'And DitOrehzo, alte;'8:nd Brady (1969)

\
.i

, \

reported greater success with Structured programs of the
,

1

) Bereiter-Eng\elMann-(1966) type than the less-structured
\:

1.8
-
0

preschool programs. On the of er hand, Dickie (1968)

found nosignificant differences, among preschool chil7

dren on three.:Methods.o:f langu ge,irlAtrudtion which
(

varied-along a structure continuum.

Edwards and Stern (1970) hompared,tbe results of
e

'exposing preschool-children to either one.Of two ex-

perimental language programs ,(both:highly,structued)

to a control condition, or,to a "placebo" condition

(also highly structured). The four 'groups were evalua-

ted on a variety o 'dependent measures. Generally

speaking, the resulAs favored the more highly structured

experimental program' However, the authors point out

that the placebopro m, which also used a highly

structured formati'di not produce comparable gains.

This appears to point int the need to specify learning

activities more preciS ly. One of the'conclusions

reached by Edwards a.ndl tern (1970) is that, "The most
4'

V 1,7.11
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effective preschool Illterv,ention progrdm would seem to,

be one which is notonly highly structured and task-
Q.q ,

oriented 'but whiCh also provides many opportunities for,

. .
-

. :

the acquisition of verbal skills through active icarticiT

4

.--=

pation and repetition." (p.35)-
(

.
.-

The,jabove=cited Studes would sc m to suppor° Welkart's,
; . .

.

o
.-,

(1969)- thesis.*that:childr4h will manifest clear 4ains in

intellectual achievement; from structured program On the
.

. . , .

.
. , .

other hand, all fof they e programs have not met with what.

-blight be termed reso g success (Weikart, 1969). How-

e
t

.

ever,. it, would seem fea ble to tr,ansfer a modified ver-
,

sion of somer',or -all of th se.programs to a_-family day care

environment-where=its effectiveness', may "be enhanced,.

Chapman and L'var (1971) have summarized the advan-r
. .

tages of family'day-care systems in the following,manner:
. .

.1. vi -/
- They tend to provide warm, responsible caner i

$"-s\

\

v '.

- They are betten_able to serve sick children,
.

with spe-Ciallems. 7 ,.

1 ...
,

- The family day 'Care homes, are usually 'in the

-neighborhood wHere the child lives so that
transportation'is'not necessary.

- i'hAchild is 'not removed 'from his neighbor-
hood peer group.

- Most faffily ,cla.3", care- homes'' have an age mix of
both day care children and natural children.

- Family day care mothers are on the whole better
educated than day care center Staff.

-7-
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On the other hand, one of the most frequently heard

criticisms of family day care (either apopsored by an

agency,or:arranged by'the natural mother) is that-it-ia

largely, if not eiltirely, custodial. It tends to have

little or no opportunity to provide for:the genuineidur,

ca.tional growth of the young child (Abt, 1971;.Westing-

house,_1971). Whether, in fact, aneducational component
o

can be an inherent and useful feature of a reasonable

fainily day care system is a Major qjUeStion about which

this project sought to obtain reliable information.
A

While there is a wide ',variety of educationaltech-

niques available for wOrkiligWith very young (preschool)

tx
children, at least two approaches seem to be gaining in-,.

1 .

creasing\popularity, one\of which requires-a high degree

of structure, and the other: considerOly less.

The Bereiter-Enlelmann Program (13-E): An Ap roach DTI-

phasizinga High Degree of\StruCture

The. B -E is_a highly structured, task-oriented pro-

'graM,.the goal of which is to teach very specific skills

-.:and_Particularly those skills which are.Tequired for

adequate school perfOrmance. Althougmost of the recent

work using the-3-E

situations- uiereite
c edures can be carr

rbgram has been carried out in group \
i-

"Engelmahn,' 1966) the basic pro-

edAout in
--
d' home-based instructional

0
environment (Engeimann,/ a966). Also, there-1 reason.to.

-

believethat the method.coUld.be used on ,a one rtorone-basj8.
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This program emphasizes rote learning, the develop-.

ment of language, the development f.concepts, the

proper programming of educational sequence's and the use

of ,positive reinforcement: -Engelmann (1966) recomfiends,
\

or instance, that the child between the ages of 18 -tor

36 months receive instruction in the following areas:
.\

- Names for parts of the body

- Names of animals

- Names for lettdrs in the alphabet'

- Geometric shapes and relations

- Positional' words

- Comparative-words

-'Counting

For example, in terms of specifying the sequence'

of instruction, Engeithann (1966) advises that the f 1-

loKing procedure be used for teaching the names of

objects:

- Isolate the object

Na /e the object

Requir "e ths&ild to repeat the name

- Require the child,to point to the object

Require the child to name the Object as yOu point

:Significant IQ gains have,been demonstrated using the

highly structured Engelmann approach (Engelmann, 1968).

79-
0 0 I 4



\The Verbal Interaction Program (VIP): An Approach
...

'/Empha6izin:a Moderate Degree of Structure
.f

and LevenStein & LevehS-tein (1971)Levenstein (1970)

have presented evidence to indicate the low- income mothers

Can be "trained" to stimulate verbal and cognitive growth

in their own Children: Over a period of seven months a

)trained "Toy Demonstrator" made regular visits to each of

33 mother- child dyads. The Toy Demonstrator's role was

to present each child with a toy chest and a totalof 28

1

--
toys and Books called VISM4Verbal-Interaction Stimulus

MateriaIs)- and to .stimulate verbally-oriented play in the

dyad by acting as a model,for:he mother. The-Toy.Demon-

strator'S actionscenter around the following activities:

- Giving information (labels, form, color, etc,)

- Description

- Eliciting'reponses from the child

Verbalization of social interaction

Encouraging reflection and divergence

Engaging interest in books
a

- Giving positive reinforcemen

In spite of this active role

weregien the following instructions:

(Treat the mother as a colleague in a joint
endeavor in behalf of the Child. Share your
verbal stimulation techniques with her by
demetnstrating them in play with her child;

Tby Demonstrators

4

1
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then draw her into the play,- and take a
'secandarrole assoon as you can while she
repeats and elabobates what'she'-has. seen you

/ do..,;,Keep constantlyin mind.that the child's
/-:primary and continuing educational.relation-

ship 18.with his mother;. do all you can to

enhanCe that relationship withouttepping
into a.casework role (Levenstein,:1970).

levenstein (1970) has reported statistically signi7

ficant IQ gains, as assessed by Cotten,- Stanford-Binet

and Peabody Picture Vocabulary.Testmeasures, for the

children who participated in the VIP wheri coMpared with

two control groups of children. This technique. has been

Used increasingly with children from two-to-:five years

of age.

Differences in Apprbach,and Delivery Between the Highly
1

Structured (HS) and Moderately Structured (MS) Techniques

Reviewing the '"Instructions for both of these ap-

proaches, it appears that "teachers!':for each of the

-methods.could be relatively:easily prepared for their

job8:.if:they:had as little a formal ddadtional back

ground a high. sch0O1 Thie proponents of the

VIP might argue that the levelvfor\heir program could

be somewhat loser; 'but for purpose of the present.

project "teachers" in a modegatel structured program

somewhat similar to the-VIP were recruite4:having achieve

this minimal educational level.

O
O



Any educational system Is a package".of diverse

variables and thus there are d'number.of differences

between the EIS and -MS approaches The most obviou6-

difference is in the degree of tasktOrientation and

practice inherent in the respective' approaches. The

highly structured` program places heavy emphasis on

repetition and verbal productivity and employs little

or no equipment: On the other hand, the Levenstein

(1971) type of prdgram is more modestly structured;

and while it also emphasizes language development, the

techniques -rely more heavily on the "elicitation" of

onses and "encouraging" reflection,, as compared to.

the direct instructional HS. program, A1061 the Leyen=

stein approach mafies use of toys and e'quIpment at an

average'cOsCof $112.00 per child per year. In ;addition,

co
although the contents and goals ,of thetwo prOgrams

vary somewhat, a case could be tiade for both of them

/ being pbteintially influential with regard to the depend--

exit, variables Included in the project, providing

stimuli for intellectual growth for children between 21/2

and 5. ::The crucial question wa' their success and unit

cost relative to one another
0

Arioth,differ nose between these tewo types of sys-

terns is in how each'is Administered. T he primary educa-

tional tasks of the highly structured system are handled.

-12-



by the ateacher".
/

There is little"to-suggeSt.that the

parent Or-guardiah is to Assume, even in part4 the

/ .

teacher role. GOnvertely, the proponents of the 'Leven-

,.stein (1971) approach argue strongly for parent ;training'

(at least in the,,fOrm Of'modeling).with .a: parent observ-

ing closely'whatUe ",teacher" does and ultimately Der-
.

forming the edkicational

One advantage of the latter-system, of course, is

that the Cost per hour is reduced when, the natura14,other

.-(or-in'the present case, the day care motherl'shares

part of thA re'sponsibility. However, from a research

control pbint.of'view, such a° procedure increases the

'number.of hours of fo/4mal intensive individual contact

with the child and thus the design' of the project at-

tempted .to take this into consideration.

An Approach Emphasizing Very Little Structure: Friendly

Visitation (FV)

'.44hile each.of these educational procedures has pre-

sen ed,some evidence Tor its validity, there seems to be

F

little°evidenceof attempts to control for the Hawthorne.
6

effect or lndeed 'the preSence,of another adult simply in-

structd to play and talk to the child. Thus, for example,

the National Reading.Center_recentlk developed a. list of

simple,suggestions'for parents to aid their young chtldren-
,

t.1



in developing earlier reading skills and to reduce the
;,.

:probability of reading failure. It seems, plausible that

a second, friendly adult concerned With the child 'and

interacting with him in-an alMost.00Mpletely unstruc-

turedwaymight in and of itself have some educational

,benefltS. 'Additidnally,.this Would provide sOfile, con-

trolin the evaluation of relatively move formally or-

ganized and pedagogically based approache . Obviously,

naturalparents in oonventiOnb.I homes do not have

structured interaction prograMs'easilytavaille to them,
/.'

although
.,. . .

a the relatively more affluent may be in a posi-.
/

tion to Purchase'agreater number .of "edubational toys ".

Thereforei a third situation,-,approximating the less for-

kructUred edUcationalprogram called "Friendly

Visitation" '(FIT) was incorporated into-this research,

,Summary of Objectives.

The primary o jectives can be seen,from the_researCh
A

.design which folio s in the method section. Fundamentally,

comparisons were ma e among threedifferent degrees of
\

structure for individually fo used educational Prd'graMs

family day care units. Thep rime target popUlatkon

sisted of -5- year -old day Care children and their fami-

lies. The research centered-on the children'sisocial,
1:
personal ancLcognitive development.



.

I'The design permitted us to examine two types of

delivery, system cot and attempted to incorporate two

d4fferent control groups. The firstl'a randomly se--
o -

. .

lected group of family day care units:hot'eXposed to

individual.equcational_iintervention programs, and

second,) a group-of children whose families receive

public assistance but who are not in day care programs..

For exploratory purposes,, a large number of com-

, 4 parisonS were made which were not truly orthogonal in

nature.. We selected those. comparisime which, in our

judgment, were most meaningful.

METHOD

People

1. Subjects.. Although the original design anti-
.

cipated'a total of 90 children in the six experimental

treatment Tups and 30.children (15 each.) two con-

'trol groups, a variety of problems prevented us from

preaching this.goal." The..major difficulties, which will

be..dedit with in greater de'tail,.,involved a'high degree

of child turnover as well aS.-.a 7iigh rate of attrition:

. .

As al-T-e-S-ult 'was ,a total /of 52 children .who

cipated in the'experdmental educational programs'and_j'

eight control children. ATI children were between the

:age4' of 2;5 and 4 at the beginning of theprogram

tembel .1973): Forty-three percent of the children weye

15:-
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N

White'and 57,,% were black. In-addition, 44% of the

children wece -.female and 56% male

It 'should be,pointed out that duringthe course
/

of theprogram, initial.. test data were gathered, on

252- children; however,as indicated earlier, the

Originaltarget population was very unstable -and com-
/

.plete/.data could not be gathered on 121 children

cause of the following reasons:

/ a) 21 children moved out of the area

, /'. b) 9children dropped out of the family day care
,
/ program to enter group day care centers run

by Nassau County 4.3)

, . .

c) alchildren dropped- out of faMily.day'care
to enter private preschool programs
I." f . j *.

d) 7: children were. not retested becauSe their
mOthers.refug.ed to Cooperate. . (These-were
children,inthe family day care control
.group and in the non-day 'Care'Control group
being cared for by baby sitters while their-
mothers worked.. The mothers of Children in
the teaching program raised'ho objections to
having their _children tested. This seems to

_ indicatea resentment on 'the part of=some
mothers' to the. testing' of their Children
without anyapparent benefit' to the children,
rather than an objection tothe teachint-coni=.
ponent ,of the program.)

e) 51 children were closed .out of welfareassist-,
ante and were no longer using these- day care
service

f) 7 children were dropped-because the day. care
w the-teachers.tO

visit their homes

g) 15 children were dropped for a 'Veriety-of
miscellaneous reasons

-16- .
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In order to receive day care services the children

must come from families who are eligible for social ser-

vice assistance. from the Nd:Ssau-CoUnty DepartMent of

SocialServices, either: On the basis of economic need:

or family status:

2. Family Day Care Mothers. Family day care mot4ers

in Nad"sau County are registered with the Departmentlof

Social Services (DSS) and the home must meet the mi imum

standards in terms of space, cleanliness and facilities
is

listed in New York State Department of Social Services'

booklet, "Family Day Care Homes: Rules and Regulations",

- in order to be licensed: The day care mothers were paid

the.rate of $5.00 per day for each child ..in -?heir care

full time (4' hours or more) up to a maximum of children
,

-under the age ofi4 (including their owy. Thfy ar,e paid

$2.50 a child per d Y.for part, time. (less than -4 hours)

supervisio..,

The following table (Table- l) is a profile,rof 71

licensed family day care mOther from Nas8County Oat, -

of January.1972) and of the 32 day, care, m9thers who .Parti-

.ciPated in the present study.



Table 1

Characteristics of Family':Day Care Mothers Licensed

in Nassau County (N=71) -as Q f' January, 1972 and char-

acteristics .of Day :.Care Mothers who. Participated in
the Present Study (N=32)

Licensed Family Day Care Family Day Care Mothers

Mothers (N=71) in Prdsent Study (N=32)
-,/

A.. RACE N . % N'- %

Black 34 (48%) 15 (47%)

White 3'3 (46%) 17 (53%)'

Unknown 14c .(6%) ....... -a-

rfB. AGE

1

8

21

13

ll

(1%,).,

(11 %) .

(29%)

(18%)

(15%)

21-25

26 -30.

3:-35

36:46

141-45
4

46-50 1 (1%) r°

51-'55 3- (4%)

56-60 0 (0%) z,

61-65, 9 (12%)

Over 65

.\-i---.----i------

0 0

N . uilk noun -4 (61)

C. EDUCATION

Elem. School

Jr. High School \ 0

Some H.S.

H.S. Diploma

Some College 5

College' Degre.e

Unknown 5.

16

3 (9%)

5 (15%)

7 (22 %.)

10 (31%)

3 (9%)

2 (6%)

2 (6%)'

o,- 0

0

0

0

ro'

0

0

0

0

0

(22 %') (31%)-

(60%). 19 (59%)

\(7%) 3 - (9%)

.'(3%) 0 0

.(7\%)- ..70

br
" 9



4.

Licensed Family Day'
Care Mothers (N=71)

D. INTEREST IN TRAINING

Yes 25 3.51 .

No 6 8%

Maybe -8 -11%,

Unknown 32' 45%.

E. HOME EQUIPMENT..

_Kitchen. 71 '100 %,

Outdoor Play
Area 27 38%

Outdoor' Equip-
ment 15 21%

TeleVision 71 100%

Books 40 56%

Toys 69 97%

Family Day Carie Mothers
in Present Study (N=32)

N

13 40%

5 15%

8 25%

6 20%

32 100%

16 50%

8 25%

32 -l00%

94%

31 97%

It should be noted that the 52 target children who

participated in the experimental programs were cared Tor' by

a total of 32 y care mothers. Obviously, this indicates

_that a.: number f the day care..nothers were caring fOr more

than one -of.be children in this study.

Ah ex mination of Table 1 reveals that the two grOupS

of day care mothers were comparable in terms of racial

backgrq nd. Age data indicate' tome minor differences.

The p/esent sample," .in general-, tended to be slightly

youriger, in thatthere was'no'day care mbther 'over the age

of 55. On the-other,-handl,between the age range of 21 and



55, there tended to be proportionately more mothers in the

_36-40 range and fewer- mothers in the 31 to 35 range, as

compared to the 1972 survey. Educational background appears

coMparab-le-fOirt- he twO\grouPs. The presett sample ex-

pressed a higher(degred of interest in fUrther training

(85% 'indicated "-YeS" or "maybe" as compared to the 1972

survey (46& Finally, the proportion, of homes having,

outdoor play space and books was higher as compared to the

1972.surve Sample. In short, the day care mothers in

this study are ,a reasonably representative sample of the

-population of day care mother's licensed in Nassau County.

,

The teachers. Paraprofessional "teachers!' Were re-

.

cruited from the Vocational Center for Women, the Job

DevelopmentCenter and through word of mouth. The Voda

tional Ceg/ terforWomen is a part of the Nassau Cdunty

Bureau of ,Career Planning_and-Development, and-it-s-primary

role is as a job counseling agency for women. .The Job De-

,-
elOptilent Center is a part of the .Nassau County .Commission

on HtIman Rights, and its purpose is to aid people of minor-

ity groups to;obtain jobs and training for jobs. It as-

sists employers in hiring peoplefrom minority groups and

offerscounseling and aptitude testing.

The prerequisites for the teachers were that they be

high School graduates, but not college graduates. In order

to insure familiarity with preschool children, we insisted

-20-
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that these women presently have or have had childrenof their

own. All applicants were interviewed by the-project coor

dinator and one of theco-principal investigators.

It was anticipated-that 12 teachers would be required

to work with the anticipated 90 children. However, as of

August; 1973, it was clear that the,full 90 .Children ,Jould

not be recruited by September, 1973, the projected start-

ing-date. Therefore, nine teachers were hired at the in-

itiation of the program.' In adds' ion, however, there was

some teacher turnover, again due to the high rate of child

turnover and relatively low compensation. Eleven teachers

left the program by December, 1973 at which, time the situa-,

tibn stabilized for the duration of the teaching program..

During-the period'Oecemberi'1973 - JUne, 1974 a total of

nine teachers were in the program. Two of the women were

black, seven were white; and they ranged in age from the

late 20s to mid-A0s.

The teachers -were paid $3.00-per hour of teaching and

a complicated formula -was deVised to pay them far their

travel time-and retort- writing time. They were .given a

minimum oe $15 per week for travel and report-writing if

they had five or less children. For every additional child

they received an extra $3.00. per week for 'travel and

report-writing. During the fuel crisis they received an

additipnal $3.00 per week for the rising cost of fuel,and

-21-
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for a few months they also received an extra fl.00iper .week :

for waiting time on gas Aines: All People inliolvecrfelt

that the compensation was inadequate but were obliged-to

remain 'with the original terms of the proposal which had

been developed 11/2 years before.the,teaching prograM.ac-

tUally began.
,

One of the reasOns.that fthe pay was felt to be in-

adequate was the:everchanging nature of the child pOpulatIOn.

This m e it impossible to draw up 'contiguous geographical

areas/for the teachers to 'cover. As a result, they Spent

many more hours traveling than was anticipated. Also

there was no way of guaranteeing that they would teach 20

hours per Week since there were fe'Wer children to work

with than had been expected. Often day care Mothers would

not,, or could not notify the teachers' in time if a chili was

going to be absent. If a teacher made a-visit and thf' Child

was not there she was paid for one hour.

The`teachers were required. to keep individual logs

for their children and brought them. to th'e periodic super=

visor:,y meetings. They also completed social rating scales

for each child at the beginning .(peptember 1973) and end of

the program (June 197L1). This seemed-7f° be useful- as 'a

training tool for the teachers in addition to its primary

purpose as aheasurement of progress. It gave the

trained teachers dlues,as to what' aspects of psycho-social

.development in children of this age group were worthy pf ob-

servatiOn.



4. The -supervisors,. Three professional-Ipsycholo-:

°`gists served as supervisors of the paraprofessional teach-

ers. They had. the primary responsibility for overseeihg
--A,

.

. . .

the day-to involving the direct work with

the children. One of the'supervisors was assigned to each

of the three experimental_ intervention programs. Each of

the superviSors had aPh.D.1 inpsychology;,two were school

psychologists: and the third was an associate professor of

developmental psychology at a nearby university., (See'

Appendix T for vitae of the superviSors.) The Supervisors

had Drime responsibility fOr: (a) initial instruction in

the phi1Osophy and,techniaue /of the experimental interven-

tion programs, i.e., one of /those previously'labeled high,

medium or lour structure; (b) follow-up and "trouble-

shooting" various problemi which arose during the course

of .t henrogram. 6

At the outset, of the prOg4am (September to October,

1973) the supervisors met- weekly with their teachers.

During November ando December of 1973 they met biweekly,

and from January to June0.1974, meetings were held on a

monthly basis.

The supervisors required their teachers to keep written

logs for each, child stating the goals,,methodS and matPrials
44

lased, and comments and recommendations for each visit made

with a child. .They had no difficulty establishing good

-23-



rapport :with.the teachers under their .Supervision, At

the meetings each teacher was given a,chance to speak
- ,

-

about her individual children. When the' teachers men-

t,ioned.difficulties with particular children, the -suner-

visOrs were supportiVe and generally. helpful. 'TOWara,

Mia-year, as the teachers gained experience, the.'Meet-
\

ine;s evolvea into, round table .discussions with teachers

.helping eac other in addition to taking "'guidance from

the supervors.

Experimental Design. The essential exneriffiental.de-

sign was a 5x2x2 factorial with three leveld of ,structure

f educational program (high, medium and low), two .levels

f "delivery" (teacher only instructing .versus

tipacher and daycaremother instiqicting,a child) and two

repeated measure° (nr,- and posttesting). Initial plan-
_

ping included two control groups, one ihvulving a compar-
,

able family day care group and the other a traditional

"babysitting" arrangement-in the child's own home.

ever, again, because of unanticipated turnover an- attri-

tion -problems, all of the'initial planning goals could not

be met and the latter control .group had to be dropped.

Table 2 is schematic presentation of the experimental de-

sign.as finally completed.
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Table a

Experimental desIgn and nuMbeT of children (N
in.. each eXperimental on control condition

Degnee of Structure,of Educatianal Program'

High AediUM, Low

Gp. 1 -Gp. 3: Gp.5; F milt'.

ay Care
N=7 N =11 N=8 ontroI

\
,

-, -4

,Gp. Gp. 4 ,Gp'.6

D Te'acher
e S Only
1, y

s

t .Teacher
e e. &

.m Pay Care
Mother'.

N7 7 ; N=12. N=7

N= 8

In addition, the teachers were distributed

as follows':

Grioup 1: one teacher

Group 2: one teachpr.

Group 3: two teachers

Group 4: two teachers

Group 5: two teachers

Graun 6: one teacher
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Educational Intervention'Pragrams

Highly structured, approach: The "manual" for the

'highly structured approach eras Teaching DiSadvantagedChil-..

dren in the Preschool (Bereiter and Engelmand, 1966).

Th isparticular appraoch views 'cultural/educational
1
de2\

.
.. \

privation ess,entiallas,langu-A.ge defg,ivation. .Therefore,
--',-

the program stresses the development of linguistic corn-

petence. In addition, Bereiter and Engelmann (1966,

$,48-49) list same 15 minimum goals to be reached by pre-

school children prior to entering kindergarten. Incorder

to reach these goals the teacher is mandated to take .a very
f=

active, direct instructional; task-oriented approach: In
A

addition, a high degree of active participation is required

on the part of the child. In addition, a good deal of

repetition is required in order to meet the specific goals.

'This approach makes little use of educational toys, or

games and tends to utilize p'encil and paper activities,

pictures of cdvmon objects,; books, etc. The ,teachers used
---,-

many demonstrations, a variety of examples; and a good deal

of practice and repetition in an attempt to reach such goals.

as the following: a)Ahe ability to use not statements,

IC) ability to handle opposites, c) ability to use Class/

Cateorical concepts (e.g., animals), d) ability to ue,
. 0

simple if-then deductions, e) ability to name the bas:ic .

colors.pluS *:Thite,eblack and 'brown, f) ability-lcount aloud.

- 2 6 -



to 20';,g) ability to count correctly 10 objects; h) ability,
.

to .use rhyming words, i) ability ta-distinguish printed

:wordS from pictures:

Even though the B-E approach tYpicallytakes place

With,a grouPofiiVe'or Sik'Chd.ldren, and iadelivered in

a faStpaced and -rather dramatic mailner,-I4,:Was .felt that--

,.,

the same principles'(direct instruction).ceuId be-,' and were

employed with smaller numbers of children,
,

or three.

2,. '10-derately structured approach. The teacher and

superVisor guidelines used in this approach were obtained

fram_aVailble published materials by Levenstein, et al

(Levensteil3 & Sunley, 108; Levenstein, 1970; Levenstein &
- ,

Levenstein, 1971; and Levenstein, Adelman and Kochman,
iL

'191). According to Levenstein et al (1971, p. 75) the

brograth"is baged on the assumntian that cognitive enrich-

ment fore low-income'and other educationally disadvantaged

'preschoolers should occur with early ,sPeech development

and should be.embedded in the child4s.relationships with

beloved family figures, esnecially themother. . As

the major component of cognitive growth, the_prograM fos-
-

; , t

ers, conceptualization ,closely linked with language skills,

through the home dehonstration of a. model for verbal inter-

action between child andlmother around perceptual -motor .ex-

perience with self-motivating objects". The major materials'

-27-
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used as the vehicle for cognitive and language stimulation

:included, some 24 toys and'15 books throughout the course of

theintervention,period.- We used the toys and books that
,

'Leyen stein et a971) found useful. ,A these

may be found. in Appendix I.I. -, The toys originally,were.

Chosen because. of their capacity to promote- Verbal inter-

action,-their distinctiveperceptualYcomObnents,their.

ability to faciIitate gross and'ncyine motor expres-
,

sion, also their. potential for the child's' being 4.1).1e to

u,t-e the toy in S',:coneeptual problem-solving fashion.

In;te-rms of actual: prodedures the teacher brought a

different toy Or'bobk, to 't:ne target child .(children) on a

weekly basis 'throughout the course-of the program, After

rapport was established, the "lesson" centstd around three

general areas if a toy was beihg used: (1) naming /labeling;

of colors, shapes, sizes,'texture, relationships, nuMbeD,

categories;. (2) descriptien of actions in terms of Matching;

Pitting together and making. sounds; (3)' "reminding; the child

to think about what he does in terms of giving attention,

making Choices-, having self-control, remembering related

-experiences, pretending and performing acts in the. proper

,secluence. In each case, the teacher took the lead and then

- encouraged the chil °d to act, verbalize,etc.

-28-
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If boo:: was being used; the following guide was

used by th \teacher:

. Invite,, the child to loak"a d listen.

b. Show and read the title page.
a , O

c..7Show,And:descr'ibe hoW-to turfCthe Pa:, s

and how.t6 treat thellbook,.- t

d. Readin a. clear, easy Voice.
t

e. Stop at ilIUSfrations-and, invite .the child
to point out colors, Shapes and sizes,
number; texture, relationships,,categbfies.

. Encourage the chid to join when familiar
Words' are read. , . ,

The guidelines'for. the Manner in which toyS and- ooks

wee:-Used were taken. from the lanual for Replication of
. -0

the 'other-Child. Home Program (Levenstein et al, 1971) .

At this point, it should be pointed out that at least

two major modifications of the Levenstein approach were

made vis -a -vLs the present. project. The first concerns the

use of the child's'hai:ural.mother. Levenstein-et Al argue

strongly that the program be used with the natural mother

and.that the teacher's major function is to demonstrate

.the approach with the goal of 'having the major interaction

take place between the child and his/her natural mother.

This was not the case in the present study due to he fact.

that the intervention procedures Were being carried out in

a family' day care setting. A second major modification

concerns the_fact :thatthe teachers in the present project

were not trained by the Levenstein et Al_ Staff. As

-29-
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indicated earlier,:t e materials. techniques .philosophy,

etc. were obtained from available published material.

3. Loosely structured approach. -13v its ver-y nature,
_ .

this.approach was difficult to operationalize or to spebify:

The major oUjective'was to have the teachers interact with

the children in a warm; friendly and supportive manner with-

out the use ofa-formal, consistent educational Philosophy,

Series of objectives or technique. However, each teacher

was given 'a of $15..00 per 'child to spend as

she Saw fit. The teachers were encouraged to .think

terms of consumable.items.such as crayons; payer, pencils,

etc:.

"r2o the extent possible, the supervisor. s' role was

,viewed as being primarily "non-directivein nature. The
,,

eteachers were encouraged to come up with their own goals

for the children .as well as the
_ .

,
.

Yx

which might be used to reach the goals. Ikth'is',instance;
fr ._

, .-,..,,,,

4

it appeared that"much of their thinking..was determined by

methods dh047 t4chninties

what they did with:their own children when their children

were between "24 and 4. After the teachers 4 began to formu-

late their own goals and,t..echniques, the supervisor played

the role of, resource person. It should'also be pointed

out that since,the ,superispry sessions were held An'a:

group, there iLS no doUbt that the teachers *exerted some

-mutual,infllerice on one another interms of what was being

done with'the
,

children. The most active role played by the

-30-
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supervisor consisted of his sOplying normative develop-

menital information -on 2 to 14year-old children so that

the teachers wauld have SOme/Iframcwork within which to

and,opex e. In summarY, the loosely structured'

- approach consisted of a varety of goals,"methods, and

techniques With little in he way of formal mAterials

or a'aonsistent:education/I perspec.ve.

//.

The "Delivery" ..Systems

As will be recalle, a second aspect of the present'

study dealt with the manner in which each of the education-
,

al programs was "deliered" ;to the children. The present

program involved two/types of delivery systems: one in

which only the paraprofessional teacher worked with the

taret child (children) and a second-in whichthe,teracher

and the day care mother' worked-with the target child/

children. In the teacher only ,condition the teacher

worked with the child for two hours per (one 'hour

-on each of two different days) throughout the course of

the program.'' In the teacher plus day care mother-dondi

tioh the teacher easo worked with the target child/chil--

dren for ,t-ro hours4per week. In addition,.howevei', the

day care mother was requested to observe the interaction

of the child-and. teacher,and then to work with the target

child/children for an additional two hours dUring the

course of the week. The day care mother was requested to

c

.
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, I

perform the same activities With the child/c:Iildren which

had been Pmodeled' by the teacher. However, at least: two

prob.lems with this maniptlation should be noted. There.

was. little in the way of an incentive .(e.g., monetary)

which could be' offered to the day care mother in exchange,

for. providing this type of follow-up,primarily because
_ .

the Department of Social-Services foreSaW problems aris-

ing With those day care-mothers whO Were involved in the

-Iteactier only condition. However, even 'if` it had been

pbssible to provide an incentive, have, been Very

. .

difficult to oversee the.,day care mothers primarily be-

cause of time, either in terms of DSS staff or project staff.

Length of Tntervention Period

The educational. intervention program was in effect

for a.peribd of ten months (September, 1973:-,June, 1974) .

With the orifnal goal of having two hours of direct teacher

instruction per week,- it would have been'theoretically-pos-
J

sible to pee each child for a total of approximately 80

hours (8 hours per month x: 10 months). However, When one

considers 'vacations, such as Thanksgiving, Christmas, Chanu-

kh, Easter,'Passover, etc., 65 hours of contact is a more

realistic estimate. In-terms of actual teatcher contact ,

time, the mean number of hours spent was 49.6. There was,

however, a considerable range, with a low of 21 'and a high

of 70... In terms of the various educational intervention

a

-32L.
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programs; the chi:l.dren4n thi5 highly structured group av-

eraged 52 hours of contact, the children in the Moderately.

-
structured condition averaged '51 hours of cohtact,.and:the

children in the:loosely:structured group averaged g) hOUrs

of contact. A problem in this respect centered on some of

the.childrents not showing up at the day care home on a

regular basis; however, this will be discussed in more de-

tail in the discussion' section.

Variables. Investigated

The,major dependent variables consisted ;of several

cognitive and'social'behavioral measur'es. It should be

pointed out that these measures were-obtained near the

beginping of the project (October, 1973) d at the close

of the educational part of the program (Summer, i974).

The Cognitive measures

1. The -Peabody Picture Vbcabulary Test (PPVT). The

PPVT (Dunn, 1965) is anon-verbal multiple-choice test

that._ was, designed to evaluate children. between the ages o

21/2 and 18 years who can indicate "veS" or "ITo" in some,

ner. .The test was designed to provide an estimate of an

individual's verbal intelligence through measuring hearing

Vocabulary or receptive knowledge of vocabulary. Raw scores

can be. converted to a mental age, In and percentiles. Al-

ternate forms are available. The instrument was originally

standardiied on 4012 white Ss, aged 21.. to 184,'
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The PPVT manual reports alternate .form reliabilitie8
, .

ranging frbm .67 at.ye.ex 6-0 to .84 at_ages l7-0,.-and 18-0.

The standard errors'of measurement in IP points' range'from

6.00 at ages 17-0, and 18-0 to 8.61 at age 6-0 years./

teen studies (listed in, the Appendix of the manual) report.

alternate form reliabilities from .37to--.97,- with a median

of .77.. Test-retest studies 'report coefficients raging

from .28 to .97', with a median of .73, with 'retest inter-

vals ranranging from 4 weeks to 2 years.

2. The Preschool Inventory (PSI). The PSI (Cald-

well, 1970) was designed as a.brief assessment and screen-

ing procedure for individual use w;_th -children in the age

range of 3 to G years. The 64-item inventorv.was devised.

specifically for use in connection with'Project Head Start

both for deprivatIon-associated deficits and for Prbg)ram

evaluation. As such, the criteria followed in its develop-

ment were that: (a) it samples skills children need and are

implicitly assumed to possess in kindergarten and early

grades; (b) it reflects culturally based deficits (as op
-

posed to-being "culture-fair")* (c) it be sensitive, rather.

than resistant, to change sb that it reflects acquisition of

skills; and (d) it could ,b- nuickly administered with rep.,

sonable ,accuracy.

Standardization to date has been mainly with low S''tS*

groups. .Miller and Dyer (1970) reported -a. six -month test-

CorrelationS with the--retest stability coefficient.of..79.



Stanford-Binet range froth .39 for 3-year 7olcis tp:65 for

5-yearOlds, with .41! being the correlation fqr the erftire

sample (H=1476). Caldwell (1970, .p.23) indicated that,

"Since even among 5-year-olds (Where the correlation be=
.

tween these two measures' is-the4reatest) only 42 pefTent,

Of the variance in'the scores .is accounted) for by "this re--

lationship', it is obvious that the Invento is .measuring

sPmething in addition to general inteIlige ce."

The PSI appears to tap a variety of preschool akills
. . .,i .

Including. knol;iledge of self, body partS,'knowledge of 'g'en-

eraleral environment, basic number_facts, comparative condbpts,

t,rdinal concepts, prepositional concepts, colors, frOm

recognition and basic copying skills.

3. The Basic Concept Inventory (BCI).' The BCI (En-
,

gelmdnn, 1967) 1.5'a checklist ofbasic-concepts that are,

involved in new learning .situations, particularly as- 'theiT

pertain to first grade. Eng'elmann (1967, p, ) indicate's

that the Bpi is not a complete checklist in that it does

.
not .include knOwledge of- colors, ,ability to count,etc.,.

but concentrates s-on skills "that are perhaps more basic,

less like to. be taught, and le6s likely to be noticed

and diagndsed by the-teacher". It is primarily intended for

Cullturaly disadvantaged Preschool and kindergarten children,

slOw learndrs, emotionally disturbed-children, and mentally
hF

retarded children.
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EngelMann indicates that. the MI consists, of an'at-

tempt to'cOnstruct a criterion - referenced test as compared

to a norm- referenced test. According to Engelmann,(19671,

b. 5) "the motivation behind items on a criterion-referenced

measure is not to spread the distribution (of scores) but.

'to-evaluate the 1,nstructiop the child has received on speci-

fic -relevant skills Since tie skills tested are specific
.

and relevant, we can see ly examining aathild's test per-
. 1 0

formante precisel;where his instruction has either failed

or succeeded him in teaching him what, he sheuld'know". In

this sense, the BCI differs from the PBVT and the', PSI, bpth

of which are norm-referenct measures.

,The BCT consists of-three parts' termed: (1) ,Basic

Concepts, (2,) Statement Repetition and Comprehension, 'and

(3) Pattern Awareness.

Engelmann ,(100, p.7.) states that, "The tasks in Part

--mare' designed to test the child's abilit-7 to handle dif

ferent types of selection criteria

a) Uncomplicated selection 'criteria such as ap
object name: Rind the boy.

h) Blurals: Find the balls that are black.

c) Not criteria Find the balls., ,that are net white.

d) Compound selection criteria: Rind the ball that
is big and black. (Also the not variation:. Find
the one that does not talk and does not bark.)

Full statements as criteria ,for selection: Find.

the right picture: The man is going to chop
down the tree.
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f) Selection criteria that do n6t provide enough
information tp identify a particular object.
For example, the child is shown an illustra-
tion of three boxes and is told, "There is a
ball in one of these box s. T be balI-is not_
in this box (pointing to the box at left).
Do you know where the bal is? Don't guess."

In terms of,the.seGond part, Engelmann (1967, ip.,7) (

indicates that, "Part Two tests the hild's ability to,

repeat statements and to answer the questions that are

implied by these statements. For example: A boy is not

walking .. when he is running. What iS a boy not doing when

he J.8 running? The rationale behind Part Two items is

that .statementsthat are used in everyday language and in
,

,

the classroom should be familiar to the child. The child

should be able to understand what they, mean and be able
,

to repeat them. If he fails in either area, his familiarity'

with, these statements iS inadequate. If he has difficulty

repeating statements, he is handicapped in situations that

demand him to repeat and apply Statements."

In terms of the area of Pattern Awareness, Engelmanr?

(1967, n. 8) 'says that) ,"Part Three tests the child's under-

standing of the kind of patterningHon which analogies are

based. For r-example) the ctii1d is .presented with the sounds

m--1k and is tested o.see if he can identify them as the

word milk. The word and 'the sound pattern are analagous.

Both depend,upon a-relationship' of,3he parts. The only

difference is that the parts are telescoped in the word

737-
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milk: Two other patterning tasks are presented 1n Part

Threes one designed to see if the child can note W-lese-

quence of two events, and the other" to see whether the
/

child can figure out,--the pattern used to expand a digit

series. The-child is first asked to repeat a digitse--

ries - 7,4, for example. Then he is asked to repeat the

analogous series,- 7-7, 4-4, and soon, through .7-777,

4-44-4, The digits in the expanded series are not ran- .

dom. They are governed by an expansion rule. The child

who perceives this rule -will more probably be able -to. re-

peat the .digits than the -child who does not. Conversely,

the child who does not-is possibly unaware of the rUle."

The Social-Behavioral Measures

1. The Teacher's Rating Scale. This scale (Rubin,

1962) consists, as the title indicates, of a series of

scales designed to assess social-behavioral characteris-

tics of children in the age. range kindergarten through

second grade. (See Appendix The original scale

consisted of 79 items, each of which was a separate scale.

Interrater reliability coefficients for the 79 scales

ranged from ,26-.94. Two thirds of the coefficient'S were
I

above .75.

The version Used in the present project was revised

by Rubin in 1967 and contained 55 items. We assume that

those scales (of the original 79) which demonstrated low-

ered reliabilities were deleted. For the purposes of the
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present s tudy, e deleted se eral additiogal items, pri-

marily those-which were m. e. rel vant to lassroom (group)

behavior Jand those whicV were not appropriate for

dr;erlinfthe 375.age range: Therefore a.total,Of 35. behav-

iors iere rated.

I

Each item is/ composed of a 9-point scale, where the

fist; fifth and ninth reference- points are described, and

in some case also the third and sevent pdints. mbe

rater.is instructed that he may use

he feel.- ----the need to do so.

points 2,4,6 or 8 if

/The original study design called- # or periodic ob-

servations and ratings on the part of he Department of

,Social Services caseworker assigned to the day-care. child.

It soon became apparent that the caseworkers were not able

to make frequentenough or long enough visits ,to be able

to carry out these systematic obserVations. Therefore,

. the teachers were asked to complete the rating scales'
,

twice, Once. at beginning of the program-(October, l97-3)

and once at. the end (SuMmer, This obviouslyas
-

less desirable than ,the original plan,' but was the best

that could be done under the'circtimstanCes.

.Demographic and Bdckground Variables

In addition to, the major dependent peasures,-informa-
. .

tion was obtained on the 7cbaracteristics\of the target,

child the child's biological pArents and home, and the

childlls.day care mother and home.
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Essentially these questions tried to get a.picture of

-the social educational and occupational background, and

the composition of, the day care child's family and, care-
..

taker as well as the physical environment' of the "natural"

home and the day care home. The interview. schedule (a
. ,

4
copy of which is attached as Appendix IV) was completed by

the Department of Social Services caseworker assigned to

1

the child on the basis. of existing documents, interviews

with the relevant'persons, or systeMatic observations of

the home setting. These data are not relevant to the

present study andhence not presented below. However,

they _y,be useful to.any further attempt-to try to

under and the characteristics of children who do'or do

not ove in different educational environments.

\
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cognitive Measures

1. Peabody. Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT).' The

data in Table 3 show the mean PPVT -IQ scores for each

experimental group as well as for pre- and postteSting,



Table 3: 'Mean PPVT IQ'scoresfo/4 the
various experimental conditions.

D
e
1.

i
v
e

r
'y

y
s

t
e

m

Teacher
Only ,

Teacher
DCM

Pre and
Post 7

Degree of Structure

High Medium. Low-

Raw Mean
Pre- Post i Pre Post Pre Post

94 -93 87 10 ?. 97
95

76 89 `1 94 99 99 107 94

85 91 91 100 9.9 102

Total . 88
Cell 7s .

96 100

A 3x2x2 ANOVA yielded one significant main'effect

Which involved pre- vs. post-teaching (FT-5.75, df=1,42

p:(7.05). In.this case, the mean ptetest PPVT IQ was 90

and the mean posttest IQ was 98. Thus, irrespective.of

educational programs or delivery systems, the children!s

IQ scores-on this test improve. There were no other sig-

nificant main effects or interaction's.

The fact that there T;rere no significant interactions

indicates that neither the educational structure variable

nor the delivery system acted to bring about differential

changes over time with respect to-PPVT IQ, i.e.; on the

average all ch-Idren improved significantly.

Howeyer; another manner in which, the data might be

viewed is in terms, of expected vs. obtained rate of mental

growth;. For example, Table 4 represents the mean mental
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age scores for the six educational treatments, including

pre- and posttesting.

Table 4: Mean PPVT-ScOres-for the ex-
,perimental educational conditions.

Teacher
D Only
e S

y
i s 'Teacher

t + DON
e e
r m Pre and
Y Post Xs

Total
Cell Xs

Degree of Structure

Hi h' Medium Low
Pre

31

Post Pre Post Pre Post

140. 29 43 30 39 .

25 r.-32 32 49 39 53

28 36 30 1 46 3171 46

,

32 38 34

Raw'MeAn

35

In this instance there was also a significant main

effect for pre- vs. posttesting (F =52.46-, df=1,41,

p<7.05). There were no other significant maip effects

or interactions. In this case, the,oVerall main pretest

M.A. was 31, months and the overall posttest M.A. was 42.6

monthS, indicating an average increase. of 11.6jMonths.

If one considers the IQ, to be a predictor of of mental

growth, then one might begin to make comparisons between

nredcted7 ,and obtained rates of mental growth. For ex-

ample, the mean pretest IQ for the present sample was
ti

fOund to,be 90. If the mean had been 100., one would

pect 12 months of mental growth during a 10-month
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chronological period (the duration of the Present educa.

tional intervention Program). On the other hand, the

fact that the obtaihed mean pretest IQ was 90 would lead--

one to expect an average gain of 10.8 months of mental

growth over a.12- month period, or a gain of approximately

9 months -of mental growth during a 10 -month period. The

Above calculations assume that no particular educational

intervention occurred during the 10- or 12-month. periods.

Therefore; the fact.that the present program found an av-
.

erage:gain of 11.6 months compared to an 0)tpected gain of

9 months (assuming no intervention) seems to indicate that

all of the experimental,educational programs, irrespective

of degree of structure, yielded. significant gains in the

children's hearing vocabulary or receptive.knowledge of
4

vocabulary.

In comparing the present reSultS with those of other

.investigatiohs which have utilized the PPVT'; a-number of

should be considered. The-first,point is. that

present pretest mean Tcl of -90 tends to be somewhat' higher

than those found in other investigations,. For example,

Levenstein (1970) reported ,a pretest mean IQ of 78.'8 for

a sample of 29 two and three-year-olds. After seven

months of intervention the'mean PPVT IQ was found to be

89.0. Additionally Karnes, Teska and Iledgins (1970) ob-
oa

tained a mean. PPVT IQ of,82.6 for 92 children who were then



%.

411 assigned'to one of four types of educational program.
a

r

After 7 to 8 months ofinstructioniri one OP the educa-

tional programs (two hours and 15:minutes per dayi, PPVT:
d

IQ gains -ranged from LL'Opoints (83.3 to '87.3),,in one

group, to 12., 4 points in another group(80.2 to 92.6). In

still a third (experimente.l)group, ,a pre- posttest dif-

ference.of 10.3 points wasob'Eained (85.8 to 96.1)..

In addition., Edwards and Stern (1970) utilized the

'PPVT as one of many dePendent'measUres in a study involv-

ing a comparative analysiS:. of three intervention prOgrams

with disadvantaged preschool children. In this instance

the mean pretest PPVT IQ was 75.4. After .24 weeks of in-
, .

.

,
.

structiOn (15' minuteS per day, 4 days per week), the ad-

justed posttest means for the various instructional pre-

grams were as follows: 95.4, 8.9.8, and 86.4.

As indicated earlier, children in the previously'

cited studies,routinely,Obtained lower pretest PPVT IQs;

therefore the children who participated'in-the present

et-dy may not have been_comparable prior toj2ntervenjtion.

A second and related point concerns the fact that the re-

sults of these several studies haVe detonstrated rather

dramatic ab6olute zains, e.g, 12 to 20 IQ points. How-
.

ever,.the fact that the Children in these studies began

at a lower level, coupled with the possibility of-a "re-

gression effect" might have 'acted to artificially inflate
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the posttest scores. It should alSo be noted that in

none of.the studies cited ahpve-,Was the mean posttest

scores comparable to the one found in the pi'4Sent

study (mean PPVT herefbre, it is suggested

that in spite of the fact th t the,:chiIdren in the

presient study began at a rela ively high levol,(Y=90)

(which might have acted to.produce. a "ceiling effect")
\

statistically.significant 'IQ gains. were observed. This

would seem to indicate that all t he present inter-

vention programs- were. succsSTul in increasing perform,

on the PPVT'and that we are observing more than a'

Simply maturational effect.
/

SeVeral other studies have reported that children

frolt ethnic minority groups make appre'ciabl'e gains'on the

PP4(Howard,& Plant, 1967; Klaus & Gray, 1968.; Milgram,

197,1) in preschool programs such as Head Start. Milgram

has suggested that the PPVT "is dependent on consistent

:attention and control over coMpeting responseS. Its mul-

tiple choice format may obscure the loss pf.attentional.

'set to 4 greater degree than the relatively more open -

ended questions.of (e.g.) the -Binet (1)- 325)." In addi-

tion, MilgramOffered several hypotheses LQ explain the

greater gains typiCally made on the PPVT compared to an

instrument such as- the'Binet'i It may be that: (1)'with

increasing age children are increasingly able to maintain
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a constant set; (2) they become more familiar with the

verbal items of the'PPVT; (3) the practice effect is

larger for the PpVT,than:fbr the i3inet. It would seem

.that further research is required to evaluate the aboNie

hypotheses to determine which best accounts for the rise

in PPVT_IQs.as a result Of an intense'preschool experience.

2. Preschool Inventory. As was the case with the
,

PPVT, a 3x2x2 ANOVA revealed &Main effect for pre-vs.

poattesting(F=159(.89;' df=1,38, pq4C01) No other main

effects or interactions were found to be statistically,

significant. Table 5 presents the pre- and posttest mean4

scores for the, PSI for the various experimental Conditions.

Table : Mean PSI scores for the
various experimental conditions..

Teacher
Only

Teac er
DCM

w

Pre and
Post

Means-

',Cell
Means

'Degree'bf Structure,

High Medium
Pre, Past . Pre Post

27.2 42.5 26.4 38.7

18.8 42.8 26.0 49.0

23.0 42.7 26.2 143.9

Low
Pre Post

18.7 44.2

31.4 49.6

RaV Mean

25.1 46..9

32.9 35.1 36:0

Total Pretest Mean-,= 24.8
Total Posttest Mean = 44.5
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The question arises as to whether the significant mean

increase in scores was simply a result 'of maturation, since

the PSI is essentially an age-nOrmed instrument. At this

point there would appear to be at least two waysoP
.

. .

ing the data to determine whether the:observed changes

reflect maturation only, or are a result of the education-
-

ai intervention programs: (1)-.compare the observed -chan-

ges with the results of. other preschool programs whiCh

have utiliZed the.PSI as a dependent measure:

In terms of the first alternative,' it Would seem

that the observed mean. gain of 19.7 points" is greater

than might be expected by maturation.alohe. For example,

Caldwell (1970) provides mean scores for the various age

groups utilized in the standardization of the PSI. A

brief reproduction of the norms is as follows (Preschool

Inventory, Revised Edition 1970, Handbook, p 21):

Age GrO.up 'Mean (Raw Score)

3*-0 to 3-11 25.6
4-0 to 4-5 30.0
4-6 to 4-11 33.9
5-0 to 5-5 38.4
5-6 to 6-5 42.4

The mean age of the children.in,the present study was

.3 years ane.6,months at the beginning of the project, and

the-mean pre-test PSI score was 24.8. It would appear,

therefore; that the children in the present study were

comparableto those in the PSI standardization sample.

However, at posttesting, when-the mean age was 4 years
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3 months,*the mean PSI. score was 44.5, which is comparable
.

to the 5-year, 6 months to 6y6ars, 5 months age group in_

the PSI standardization sample. Therefore, it <appea

the childreri,in the present atUidy acquired a significantly
/

greater number of the skills.t4ped by the .PSI a.,s a're.72

suit of the various experimental programa than might be.

expected by maturatiori alone,if the PSI norms_are usedas

a basis for comparison.

As indicated earlier, however, another manner of evalu-

ating the present results is to compare them with other, pr6'-.

school intervention-programswhich have utilized thePSI..

Tor example, Edwards and Stern (1970) used 'the PSI as "one..

(RTendent measure- in an investigation of the comparative

effect of three different preschool iaervention programs.
d

At.the start of the program the mean chronological-age of::

their children was 51.6 months and the interventidn perio.c1

was 6 months; however, actual total instructional time came'

to 'about 24 hours; The mean .age of the children at,poat

'testing was 58.5 months.' Pretest' means Were not reported;

however, adjusted posttest, means were found to be 47,4Hana.

42.4 .for.the two experimental groups, respectively;' 40.7,

for a placebo group, and 36.8for,a no-treatment control

grOup., In attempting to compare the results of Edwards

Stern (1970) with those of the present study,,,,a number .of

factors must be considered. -These differences are out-

lined below.

1.



Stu y4.
Pre
Stu

Mean C.A. at pretest 411.6

Mean C.A. at posttest 41, 5 ..6

Duration of intervention
'

month
Mean hours o..4' instructio .6

-Mean,P8Iposttest 3 44.5

1.
)

.

It woUld,appear, then, that ydunger t-,laildren., being

worked with over a longer period of time'arid on a more

Edwards & Stern
(1970)

51,6 .

58.5
6 months

23..8
47.4"(exp.1
42.3 (exP.)
4a.7 (PlAceho)
.36.8 (Control)

!

intense basis, score almost as well' asi,older children who

(are worked with on a less intense basis for; 'a shorteri.

period of time The fact that the posttdst PSI .mean found.

d:n the present study iScoMparable to that of plder chila
, .

dren it.rho have also received experime9tal it4ter$ention

would seem to,in icate that the gains observed in the Ares -.

entO.study are essentially-a resdit.'of, maturation.; The

present results might Asobe coMpared with,those of niller,
,4

& Dyer (1970) who Compared Irtybes of Head Startc6.17ri.cuIa

and thdir relative ii-npact on: a4 number of different: depend-'
ent measures

'

the PSI being one of them.measures,

"In.the 'Miller & Dyer study the median age-of.the chit
dren .Was 51.9 months and th'e pre- postt.esting interval was

6 months. Again, it might he -instructive-to compare the

Miller &, Dyer .results with those of the present study in

tat4Ilar form:

,

cr
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Mean C.A. at pretest.
Mean C.A. at posttest
Duration of,interven.tion
Mean hours of. =instruction
Mean 15SI pretest ;,

,Mean posttest

Present Miller & Dyer
Study (1970)

41;6 51.9 (median)
57.9 (median)

9 mos. . 6 mos.
49.6 66o* ,

24.8 26.6
44:5 39.1 (exp.) \\

40.9 '(exp.)
37,6 (exp.)
35.9 (exp.)
33.2 (control)

Here again, the children in the,present study were

younger.4t,the beginning of theprogram, received instruc-

tion over a longer period Of time (with fewer instructional

hOurs), and yet appeared to perform somewhat better at the

time of posttesting., It might, also.bepointed out

pretest IQs for the children Seem comparable, so that some

sort of general'abflity factor would not seem to be great-

ly influenOing the results. The mean PPVT pretest ICS was-
.

90..59 and the mean Stanford-Binet pretest IQ was 91.8 for

the Miller & Dyer (1970) children. The PPVT and Stanford-

Binet obvqousli are not directly comparable; however, the

pretest figures. from both sets, of data seem to indicate

that the children. in the present study and those in the

Miller :& Dyer study were functioning at the lower and of

the average range of intelligence prior to intervention.

Parenthetically, it might be noted that Stanford - Binet IQ

*This figure was based upon the following' 6 mos of inter-
vention, with 5.5 hours of instruction for.5 days per week.
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gains ranged from .79 IQ points (control group) to 6.2T

IQ points for one of the experimentaIcgroups. The mean

PpVT,IQ gain for all.children in the present study,(6,2

IQ points).seems comparable to the greatest observed .gain

of 6.3 points in one of the Miller & Dyer experimental

groups. .

In summary, it Would'appear that the pre- post gain

Observed in the present study was not simply a funatiOn

of maturation, whether one .compares the gains with the

PSI norms or with the results of related studies.

3. Basic Concept Inventory (BCI). A 3x2x2 ANOVA

completed on the BCI ,total score revealed a significant,

effect for pre- vs. posttesting (F=52.58, df=1,42;

p(.01). No' other-main effects or interactions were"

found to be statistically significant. Table 6 pre'bents

the pre- and posttest mean scoreS for. the BCI total scores

for the various experimental conditions.

Table 6: Pre- and posttest mean-total
BCI scores for the various experimental %onditions,

Degree of Structure

High_

Teacher
Only.
Teacher I

and DCM
Pre and
Post Means
Cell Means j

'

Medium Low
Pre I

42:51

Pre- Post , Pre Postrost

52.0! 73.3 47.7 68.0 '28.0

79.61 42.21 62.8 21.2,, 61.6 I 25.6

65.81 142.41 68.1L3.5 I 6 4 '. 8 1 2 6 .' 8

54.11 52.8 I 45.8

Total 'pre-test. Mean= 66.2
Total Post-test Mean = 36.2
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It should' be pointed out that the BCI is scored for
. .

errors; therefore, the lower-the score the better the

performance. In this case, then, the mean posttest score

of 36...2 indicates significant improVement over the Mean

,pre-test score of .66.2, for all experimental group's.

It becomes more difficult to interpret this im-
\.

proved perfprmance, partly because the BCI is a criterion-

referenced test and therefore does not provide age norms.

Therefore it is possible that the children gained in com-

petence primarily as a result of,maturation.' In terms of

raw score improvement it shotald be pointed out that the

total possible number of errors which could-be scored is

145: Therefore., in terms of mastery of the items.,,the

pre-teSt mean indicates that the children were able to

perform appr ximatelY half the items on the BCI prior to

intervention (54:r0. At the time of posttesting-they
.

,

,had mastered approximately 75% of the items. The BCI. .

'manual indica es that the instrument is "primarily ,in-

tended for cult rally disadvantaged preschool and.kinder-

garten children, *Ow learners, emotionally disturbed

and mentally retarded children". The fact that the pre--

.school children in thepresent study wore approximately

31/4 yearS-Of age at the start 'of the program and reached

75% mastery at the time of R7ttesting would seem to in

dicatethat something other t an maturation wasoCcurring.
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One other, comparison Seems germane at-th point,

i.e., t1-1 Head Start comparative study by Merv&

Dyer (1970). In addition to the vari y-of pre- and

post measures, several instruments,were administered

only at the close of the progr m, the BCI being one of

them. The information from the present study and that

.

of Miller and Dyer is below:

Present Miller & Dyer
Study (19,70)

Age.at posttesting (mos.) 50.6 (mean)
Duration of ntervention. 9 months
Mean hour of instruction . 49.6
Mean BC posttest

Therefore,

57.9'61ediari)
6 months

660
36.2 36,

1

.17 (exp.)'
37.'79 (exp.)
35.00 (exp.)
44.54 (exp.)

it °tad seem that the mean BCI posttest

score compares favorablY/gith those observed by Miltier &

Dyer, even when one considers differenbes in C.A., dura-

tion Of program, amount of instructional time, etc.

3a/ Basic Concept Inventory (BCI) Part One: Basic

Concepts As indicated, in the Method section, the BCI -

, 7
consists'of essentially three parts, each of whichzpur-

port to tap a skill necessary for later school success,

Therefore, further analyses were carried out on the vari-

ous sub-parts bf the BCI..
L

The BCI manual indicates that in Part One the'child

is asked to follow basic instructions (e.g., "Find the

man", in a picture) and should understand the "content"

%
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words that are used in the instructions. The BcI'Manual

( p.7) o indicates that "the tasks in Part One Also

test ld's understanding of words that describe

relatively' common objects and properties such as man,

girli ball, he she, it, they, big, white, on, be-

tween, next to".

As with the total BCI-, Part One employs a "negative"

scoring system with a higher score indicating poorer ner-

formance. On Part One, then, the total number of possible

j,ncorrect responses is M2,

A 3x2x2 ANOVA performed, on the BCI Part One data re-

vealed a significant main effect for pre- vs. posttesting

(F=22.03, df=1,30, p--<"..01), and a significant.between-

groups interaction involving degree of educational struc-

ture and type of delivery system (F=4.34,

Table 'T presents the pre- and posttest mean scores for the

BCI Part One for the various experimental cAditions.,

Table 7: Pre- and posttest mean-scores.for.BCI
.Part One for the various-experimental conditions.

Teacher
Only .

Teacher
and,OCM

Pre and Post Means
Cell Means

'Degree of Structure

High - Medium Low
Pre !Post j _Pre 'Post I Pre I Post

18.2117.001 27.9 117.5 1 23.71 13..3

31.4118.6 16.7 [14.4 1 19.5 1 11;,8

2)4.81 17.8 1 22.3 I 15 . 9 1 21.6 1 12.5
21.3 I 19.1 I 17,1

Total pre-test Mean = 22.9
Total posttest Mean = 15.11
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1,f the pre-PO-st differences
\:

are examined in terms

of degree of mastery of the skills involved'in Part One,

Table 7 indicates th,t, all averaged 23/42 incorrect.'

responses prior tp intervention; another way of viewing

their performance isithat they°Were competent on 45.3%

of the-items. The mean posttest score of 15.4/42 indicates

that their degree of mastery of the items rose to 6i.4%.

The significant delivery system x educational structure

`ineractAon seems to be accounted for. by the fact that

the children in some of the experimental conditions ob-

tained very, low pre-test scores and then made rather.

large gains (see Table 8).

Table 8: tiCI,Part One,: Pre- post and gain scores
for the various experfMental conditions.

Experimental Condition Pre Post Gain

Teacher Only - Hi Structure 18.2 17.0 +1.2

Teacher Only - Med. Strdcture 27.9 17.5 +10.4

Teacher Only - Lo Structure 23.7. 13.3 -+10.4

Teacher + DCM-- Hi Structure 31.4 18.6 +12.8

Teacher + pcn - Med. StructUre -16.7 14.4 +2'.3

Teacher.+ DC! Lo Structure 19.5. 11.8 +7.7

Table-7 indicates that ..the groups in which children

started with relatively low scoreSjindicating better

performance) gained relatively little, while those chil-

den who began the'program with higher scores (indicating
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'poorer performance) gained relatively more. That is,

there seemed to be 'a differential impact of the various

programs depending on the pretest score, and the effect_

of the program appeared to be one of 'making the children

more "homogeneous", i.e.., there is relatively little dif-

ference among the posttest scores. This hypothesis of

differential-impact is' borne out by the nearly signifi-

cant triple interaction of structure:x Delivery System'

X Pre- vs. POsttestiq g (F=1.43, df=2,30 p<.10).

3b. BCI Part Two:, Statement Repetition. One sec-

tion of Part Two of the BCI tests the child's ability to

repeat statements. Engelthann (1967) indicates that

"Statements that are used in everyday language and in the

classroom should be'familiar to the child . . . If he has

difficulty repeating statements, he,is handicapped in sit-

uations that demand him to repeat and apply statements."(p7)

Again, a negative scoring system is used, with a to-

tal of 72 posSible errors. The results of a 3x2x2 ANOVA

indicated a significant main effectfor pre< vs/post-
,

testing (F742.32,,p<.01). No other main effeCts or in-
,

teractions were significant.' Table 9 presents the mean

scores for pre- andiposttesting for the various experi-

mental conditions.
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Table.9: Pre and post-mean scores for
BCI Part Two: Statement Repetition for
the various ekperimental conditions

Degree of Strgsture

Teacher
, Only

e .S .
Teacher

1 y DCM
i s Pre and

t Post Means
e e
,r m Cell Means

y

Hi h Medium Low
Pre Post Pre 'Post Pre 'Post

9.7 8.0 :22.-6 111.7 21.51 5.0

26.4 7.8 22.4 1 5.2 22.8 t 6.6

18.1 8.8 22.5 1 8.5 22.2 1 5.8

13.5 1 15.5

Total Pre-test Mean = 20.9
Total Posttest Mean = 7.7

Raw Mean

13.1

15.2.

In.terms,of mastery, it would appearthat Most of

the children were relatively well-skilled in this area

prior to intervention, the mean pre-test score indicating

70.9% mastery of the items. At the time of posttesting

the average mastery level was 89.3%.

ei3c. BCI Part Two: Comprehension. A second aspect

of Part Two concerns the child's ability to answer ques-

tions 'implied by certain statements. Engblmann (1967)

indicates that if the child "cannot answer the questions

that are implied by the statements, be doesn't fully un-

derstancithe kind of deClaration the: statement makes about

reality."- (p..8)

In terms of the scoring system, there are 16 possible

errors in this sectfon. The results of-'a. 3x2x2 ANOVA On

57
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the error scores revealed a significant main effect for

pre- vs. pqsttesting (F=21.83, +0 .01) with no other sig-
,

nificant main effects'or interactions. Table 10 presents

the pre- and posttest:illean scores for the\ BCI Part Two:

Questions f417 the various, experimental con itions..

Table 10: Pre- and Posttest mean ,cores for

the BC Part Two: Questions for t\he various

experimental conditions

Degree of Structure

Lbw

Teacher
Only
Teacher

DCII

Pre and Post-
test Neans

Cell Means

Hi h Medium
Pre 1Post I Pre IPost Prei Post

9.0 6.3 11.1 8.7
_.

12.0 13.5

11.8 6.4 (> 9.21 4.5 8.6 1 3.4

10.4 6.4 1 10.21 6.6 10.3.1 3.5

8.5 1 8.4 6.9

Total Pretest Mean = 10.3
Total Posttest lean = 5.5

Here again, if the results are viewed in -terms of

mastery, the average child was able to satisfactorily

answer 35.6% of the questions on Part Two prior to in-

tervention. This would seem to indicate that this was

a difficult task for these children. Subseouent to in-

tervention they were able to satjsfactOrily respond to

65.6% of the questions. Although this would not be
,

viewed as acceptable performance on most criterlon-

referenced tests, it should be remembered that the chil-

dren in the sample were relatively young.
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3d. BCI Part Three.: Pattern Awareness. Part Three

of the BCI tests the child's underttanding of the'kind of

0

patterning on which analogies are based, and consists of

essentially three types of patterning staeks. ,For-example,

the child is presented with the -sounds
<

I' --ilk" and is

tested to see if he can identify them as the word "milk".

Also, the child is asked to repeat 'a digit series: 7,4.

Then he is asked to repeat the analagous series, 7 -7,4 -4

through 7-7-7-7.1
r

Engelmann (1967) indictes

that "the child who perceiveS the rule .will more prob-

ably be able to repeat the digits than the childwhQ

does not." (1)..8)

In terms of the negative scoring used there are a

total of 15' possible incorrect responses. Table lj pre--
, .

sents the pre- and posttest means for the BCI Part Three

for, the various experimental conditions.

Table 1.1: Pre- and posttest mean scores for the

BCI Part Three for the various experimental conditions

Teacher
Only,
Teacher
+ DCM,

Pre and
Post Means

Cell Means

Degree of Structure

High _Medium Low

Pre (Post Pre (Post Pre (Post

I

9.0 I 6.3 11.1 1 8.7 1 12.0 13.5

11.8 I 6.4 9.2 1 4.5 8.6 13.4

10.4 1 6.4 10.2 1 6.6 10.3 13.5

8.4 8.4 6.9

Total Pretest Mean = 10.2
Total Posttest Mean = 5.5
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The results of a_3x2x2 ANOVA performed on the data

revealed a signifiCant main effect for pre- vs. posttesting

(F=21.83, P<.01), with no other significant main effects

or interactions.

Again, if the data are viewed in terms of mastery,

the children were able to perf -adequately on 32% of the

items prior to intervention, and on 63.4% subsequent to'

intervention.

4.. Summary. Analyses of variance reveal pre -post

main effects on each of the cognitive measur.:Js used in

this study which shdw significant improvement on the part

of the children. There is only one significant inter-

action effect: on BCI Part One, there is a significant

delivery system x educatiovial structure interaction. This

finding is apparently a result of Initial differences in

scores on the part of several If the groups, rather than

the two variables seemingly involved.

Comparison of Experimental Intervention Groups with Family

D v Care Control Group on the Cognitive Measures

The foregoing analyses which were concerned with the

six ex erimental groups indicated relatively few signifi-

cant main effects, with the exception of the large number

of overall pre-post Comparisons,. The significant main ef-
.

fect's for pre- vs. posttesting compare favorably with the

results from similar studies, and the. gains observed, for
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the most part, are greater than slight be'exPected when

,
compared to available normative data on/the cognitive

scales. HoweVer, the question remains as to whet4er

the.gains observed might simply be the res,lt of ma-

turation. More specifitally, we must addr'ess the issue

of whether children. who receive some-type of individual

intervention within a-,family day. ca7.context profit any

more than Children who do not receive individual treat-

ment in family day tare. The subsequent analyses, there-

fore,.will focus on the cognitive changes which occurred

within the combined experimental groups compared with the

changes which occurred in the family day care control

group.

1. PPVT IQ: Table'la presents the pre- and post-

test mean PPVT IQ scores for,the combined experimental
_ .

groups (CE) and the family day care control group (FDCC).

Table
scores

Group

PPVT IQ: Mean pre- and post .
for CE and FDCC groups.

Pre ' Post 'Diff,

CE (N=43)

FDCC (N=9)

90.7

92.8

98.0

91.8

+7.3

+2.0

2.0'6

.36

(134:-.65)

(N.A.)

Analysis of the data indicates that the groups were

not significantly different at the time of pretesting or

at the time of posttesting. However, there was a signifi-

cant change over time within the CE group and no significant



change within the FDCC group.

2_ PPVT- Mental Age: ?able 13.presents'the pre-'and

past MA scores for the CE and FDCC groups.

Table 13: Pi VT Mental.Age: Mean pre- and pr:st.
scores for CE and FDCC- groups_

Pre- Post DiffGroup

CE (N=47) 2.7 3.7 +1.0 4.00

FDCC ((n=9) '2.8 3.3 4 .5. 1.14 (n,s.)

Here again, the groups were not significantly dif-

ferent at pre- or posttesfing; however, the average Cr.

within-group change of aPprOximately one year was s*

.nificant (t=4.00), while the' average.FDCC within-group

change was not (t=1.14, p

3. Caldwell PSI: Table 14 presents the pre and

past PSI scores for the CE and FDCC groups.
yl

Group Pre Post Diff.

CE (N=44) 2,5.4' 44.8 '1-19.4 6.60 (p.05)

PD063 (N=9) 27.7 36.6 + 8.9 1.63'(n.s.)

Analysis of the pretest scores indicated a_nonsig-

nificant difference. However, further analysis of the

.data indicated that the, CE group obtained significantly

higher scores at posttesting (t=2.10, p.4:1-.05). Moreover,

there was a .significant withdn-group increase for the CE

children, (t =6.60, p<.05), while no significant increase

was, observed for the FDCC group (t=1.63 p.05),

=62



4. Basic Concept Inventory (BCI) Part One:, Table 15

pre- and posttest means for the BCI Part One fbr the CE and

FDCC groups.

Table 15: BCI Part One: Mean pre- and posttest
scores for the CE and FDCC groups

Group Pre Post Diff.

CE (14=3G) . 23.1' 15.7 -7.4 r. 3.88 (p.05)'

FDCC (N =9) 23.4 19.1. .95 (n.s.)

It should, be recalled that all of the BCI subtests

employ a negative scoring syStem; therefore, the lower the

score the better the performance. There was no significant

pretest difference and no significant posttest difference.

Again, however, the.7.4,,decrease within the CE group proved

to be significant'(t=3.88, p>.05), while the 4.3 decrease

within the 7DCC gPdup was not .(t=.95,.p>.05).

5. BCI Part Two: Statements. Table 16 presents the

mean pre- and posttest scores for the BCI Part II Statements

for the Cf and FDCC groups.

Table 16: BCI Part II Statements: 'Mean.pre- and
posttest scores for the CE and ''T)CC groups.

Group

CE (N=27)

FDCC (N=7)

,Analyses of these 'data indicated that the groups-were

significantly different at-time of pretesting;(t=2.68,

p<.05), but were not significantly different at post-
/

tedting. In addi ion, there was a significant decrease

Pre Post Diff. t.

21.8

11.5

7.9

'5.4

-13.9

-6.1

6.07 (p<:.05)

1.39 (n.S.)

1
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in score (13.9) within the CE grou (t=6.'07', but,

no significant decrease in -score wilthin.the FDCC group

(t=1.39, p>.05). While it is true that the FDCC group

may be facing_a_"floor effect" -eas-oppos-ed- to ..'!_ceiling

- effect") because of the reverse scoring,ithe reduction in

error- for-the- CE group is striking -and-conforms to the ,re,-

sults of .the two previous tests.

6. BCI Part II Question:- Table17, represents - the

pre-:. and posttest'means for the'BCI Part II Questionssub-.

test for the CE and FDGC grobps.

Table 1-7: BCI Part II Questions: Mean pre- and
posttest means for the BCI Part II
Questions subttst for the CE, and 'DCC groups.

Group Pre Post Diff.,

CE (N=28) 10.2 5.8 -4.4 t=4.22 (p<.05)

FDCC (N=7) 9.0 7.7 -1.3 t= .61 (n.s.)

Analysis of these data indicated no significant Pre-

test/differences (t=1.34 >.05) and no significant post-

test differences (t=1.06, p>.05). Again, however, there

was a significant decreagt in score for the CE group (t=4.22,

p.c.L.05), while no significant change was noted for thu FDCC

group (t= .61, p<.05).

7. BCI Part III: Table 1$- presents the pre- aii post-

test means for the BGI Part III for the CE and PDGC groups.

Table 18: BCI Part III: Tlean pre- and posttest
scores for CE and PDCC groups.

Group Pie Post Diff.

CE (N=25) 10.8 6.8 -4.0 5.21 (P >(-15)

FDCC (N=7) 8:7 7.5 -1.2 1.40 (n.s.)



Analysis (Yr-the data indicates that the FDCC group

was superior at ii. of pretesting (t=2.41, p..05),

and there were no significant differences betwen groups
0e4/

at the time of posttesting (t=1.00, p<.05). However, as

Table 17 indicates, there was a significant change within

the CE group, and no si-gnific nt change. within ,tha/FDCC

group.

8. BCI Totaa Score: Ta le 19 presents the pre-, post-

and differeAce scores for the BCI total score for the CE

and FDCC groups. .

Table 19: BCI Total S oPe: .Mean pre- and posttest
scores for' he CE. and FDCC groups.

Group Pre P.st Diff.

CE (N=26) 69.0 1,5 -27.5 5.86(p(05)

FDCC (I=7) 51.3 I7.l -4.2 1.14 (n.s.)

In this instancy', the FDCC group performed better at

the outset, p .05), and the groups were not sig-

nificantly different at the time of posttesting (t=.84,

o.05). Again, however, there was a significant within-

group improvement in performarice within the ,FDCC group.

Summar:7 of P,esules Comparing the Combined Expr)rimental Tam-

fly Day Care croups and the Family Day Care Control Group

It should be noted that significant within-group in-

creast:s in performance were observed for the combined ex-

perimental groups on each ofthe eight cognitiye measures

employed. On the other hand, no significant pre7pc2t



differences were obcerved within the FDCC groan. One

measure, the Caldwell PST, indicated F,ignificantly superior

performance for the CE group'at time of posttesting. Three
a

of the cognitive measures indicated superior performance

for th6 FDCC group at the time Of pretesting, and in one in-

stance (BCI Part= II Statements) this reldtive advantage was

maintained at the time of posttesting, though notto'a

statistically significant degree. The trend,' on the other

hand, for' seven of the eight cognitive measures was for the

CE group to receive better absolute scores at the time of

posttesting.

It might be argued that analysis of covariance is the

more appropriate statistic to use for both the experimental

educational group comparisons as well, as for ,the CE and

FDCC group comparisons. ' However, as pointed but earlier,

there was a good deal of instability among all groups at

the outset of the program. As a result, a number of the

children had experience with their pa.rtidular program prior

to being evaluated in the Fall. This, pltls other selection

'factors, seemed to indicate that analysis of covariance was

inappropriate bedause the covariate (in this case Pall test-

ing) was not completely independent of the experimental

tr atment(s). / A repeated-measures analysis of variance was

therefore employed. Suchra nrocedure yields more pruision,

power and information than analysis of change scores only.
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Ratfzn,gs on ';ca

ir t on the origjra:1 nlan

called for 'ch.: childrn to , orariodicallv rated by case-

wor1:ers fro- 'cli c. rparte f Soc ial Services. Because

of time, pers6nnt.-.1 and ca eload problems these types of

evaluations cipnid not hi carried out. Therefore, the

tacherc;. of ti-le target children were called on t

thi. rating scalers. rrpereforc, b ver results emerged

obviously be viewed with caution oec-..apse of t.17,

tlInlete

Tflan7 occ!,sible sources of bias.. However, it could also be

argued that whatever sources of bias, were i rating were .

proba'cly operating similar1:7 across teachers, or at least

that it is: unlikely that such, biases were s7stemat-Ically

171.--,.tel to rarticular teachers.

As far ae the tifitable 'o observations was concerned,-

the first series. of observations was completed in. Novem-

ber, 1973 and the second series was completed in June, 1974,

a seven-month interval. It should be pointed out that the

teachers did not have access to the rating scales during

that seven-month- beriod. Despite instructionS.to the con-

trary, the teachers tended to use the "high (socially ac-
(7

ceptable) end of the various scales. Therefore, whatever

between-group differences or within-group changes which

emerge should be interpreted with this fact in mind.

k
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Because the present study was =viewed as exploratory

in nature, s'c:parate performed on each of the

rating scales despite the fact that they obviously are .not

independent'.

1. Behaviors not affected in the present study. Sev-

eral of. the bohaVioral dimensions revealed no significant

between-group difference. or within-group. changes. These

behaviors are listed below:

Item Number in
Behavior Rated Rating Scales

Mood 2

Perfectionism in School Work 5

Aspiration Level 7

CuriositY: Asking nuestfons 9

jerkiness of Plovements 11

Ouarrolsomeness 12

Effect of Praise by Teacher 14

Self-Confiderice 17

Originality 19

Iriternalized Standards 20

Blaming Others 24

Persistence . 25

Impulse Control 28

Tee Expression of Emotion 29

Seoking leacher's App1val

Communication with Peers

32

34

Emotional Reaction to Criticism ;35
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2. Behaviors affected in present study\ The variables

which did reveal significant between-group liAferences or

within -group changes are outlined below. It should be noted

that all of the social-emotional variables wer analyzed by

means of a 3x2x2 ANOVA, the same type of analysis which was

performed on the cognitive measures which were, used as

Pendent variables.

a. Energy Level (Scale Item #1)

Analysis revealed a significant main effect for

pre- vs. posttesting (n=4.86, df=1,46 neL.05). No other

main effects or interactions were significant. The overall

pretest means was 2.3 and the overall posttest mean, was

1.7, indicating that the teachers perceived the children as

becoming more "vigorous and energetic most of the time".

b. Satisfaction in Academic Achievement (Scale Ttem. !'3)

Analysis of this item also indicated a significant

main effect for pre= vs. posttesting (E=5.83, df=1,46 13(.05).

No othei: main effects or interaction

significance. The overall nret t

attained statistical

an as 1.8 and the

overall posttest-Mean was 1.5, indicating that the teachers

perceived the children as .becoming more satisfied with their

academic accomplishments.

c. Hyperactivity (Scale Item #8)

Analysis of this item revealed a significant main

effect for the variable of degree of educational structure

(F=4.40, df=1,46, r),(.05). No other main effects or intr-r-
.

)
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actions were Etinificant. The mans for thechildren ac-

cording to structure are presented below:

High Structure 2.2

Medium Structure 2.0

Low Structure = 2.8

It appears that the teachers in the higl and medium

structure groups perceived their children as relatively

-,less hyperactive than did the teabhers who were responsible

4
for children in the low-structured educational intervention

group. Also, there is no significant difference between

the means of the high and medium structure groups. .Interest-

ingly, there is no significant .change reported for the seven-.
!.

. month period.

d. Curiosity:'Exploring for Himself (Scale Item #1.0)

Analysis ofrthis measure revealed a significant triple

interaction involving degree of structure, type of delivery

system and pre- vs. posttesting (P=5.31, df=1,45 p.05).

The means for the various groups for pre- .and posttest.ing are

presented below (Table 2o).

Table 20: means for the various experimental
conditions for nre- and posttestinr; for "Curiosity:
Exploring for Himself".

Teacher
Only
Teacher
and DCH

Pre and
Post Means

Cell Means

11

High 7,Teditum Low -

Pre I Post I Pro I Postl Pro I Post

2.9 1 2.1 2.8 I 2.4 2 . 6 1 2.

2.0 I 2.7 2.7 l 2.5, 2.11 1.4

.5J 2.4 2.81 3/5 -

1

2.41 2.2

2.5 2.7 2.3
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These data suggest that the children in the highly

structureu group- were perceived differently at the outset,

depending upon whether the children worked Only with the,

teacher or whether the-day care mother was also involved.

In this case the teacher-only group was perceived as less

curious-exploring than the teacher-plus-day-care mother

group. However, at the time Of the second rating, a "criss.1

cross" occurred_, with the teacher-plus-day-caremother chil-

dren being perceived as less curious-exploring, hio the

teacheronly group became morecurIbus=-6X5-1oring.

The children in both medium structure groups were per-

ceiyed as similar at the outset, irrespective of type of

delivery system. Both sub-groups increased slightly in

curiosity-exploring, with the teacher-only group showing

relatively greater gains.

The children-in the two low-structure groups were

perceived as being somewhat different at the outset, with

the teacher-plus-day-care mother group being perceived as

more curious-exploring than the teacher-only group. ,How-

ever, at the time of the second observation, the eacher-

.
only group showed a slight decline in curie ty-exploring,

while the teacher-plus2-daycare mother group showed a

rather dramatic increase in this behavior. Prankly, we

are at a loss to explain the complete interaction effects

in this particular scale item. The importance of a '-

curiosi
III

ilo-ing dimensi'cn (White, 1959) suggests that

further exploration of the variable is warranted.
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'1) The fallowing is a'graph which\might serve to clarify ,
the nature of this triple interaction.

Figure 1: A graph of the three interaction effects on
0
rr,

"Curiosity: Exploring for Himself"
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e. Daydreaming (Scale Item #15)

Analysis of this characteristic yielded a snift-

cant main effect for degree of educational structure (F=...1.97

df=1,36, p1(.05), with no other significant main effects or

'-- interactions. The means far the three educational struc-

Lure groups are:

High Structure = 2.9

Medium Structure = 2.8

Low Structure 1.5

It appears that the children in\the low-structured

group wore viewed as engaging in less daydreaming behavior

compa+ to the other two groups.

f. Interest in Schoolwork (Scale Item #18)

Analysis of this dimension revealed a significant

main effect for type of delivery system (TP=7.91, df=1,46,

p<.05), with no other significant main effects or inter-

actions. The means for the two types of delivery systems

are presented below:

Teacher only 2.5

Teacher plus day care mother -.1.8

/In this instance, the children who were 'rorked with

by the day care mother in addition to receiving instruc-

tion from the teacher were perceived as being more interested

in schoolwork and as being more eager t, learn, compared to

the children who worked only with the teacher..
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g. Sulking (Scale Item #21)

Analysis of this characteristic Yielded a signifi-

cant' main effect fbr degree of educational structure (F=5.89,

df=2,46, n<7,-.05), and a significant interaction involving

educational structure and'delivery system. (F=5.071. df=2,46,

p<.05). The means for the various experimental conditions

(collapsed over pre- and posttesting) are presented below

(Table 21):

Table,21: Means for the various experimental
Conditions for,"sulking".

Degree of Structure

Teacher.
Only

Teachr
and DC;

Cell Means,

High Medium Low Raw Means

3.1 2.6 2.0 2.6'

2.1 3.5 2.0 2.5

. 2.6 3.1 2.0

With respect,to the main effect of structure, the

medium-structure children were perceived a sulking most

frequently (3.1), followed by the high structure (2.6)-and

then the lOW-structure .(2.0) groups, respectively. There

was no difference in the low-structure group related to

the type of delivery system. However, among the high- and

medium-structure groups. the delivery system manipulation

appears to have an impact. Within thepigh-structure group,

the children were perceived as sulking lass when working

'



with both the teacher and. day care mother; while in the

medium-structure group, the children were viewed as sulking

more in the teacher-plus-day-care mother condition.

h. Ability to Interrupt an Activity if Necessary
(Scale Item #22)

.Analysis of this dimension indicated a significant

main effect for delivery system (F=19.46, df=1,46, p(.05),

as well as a significant interaction involving delivery

system and degree of educational structure (F=6.01,- df=2,46,

p.05).. Table 22 'presents the means for the various ex-

perimental groups, collapsed over pre- and posttesting.

Table 22: Means for the various experimental
conditions for ability to interrupt an activity
if necessary

Teacher
Only

Teacher
and DCM.

Cell Means

Degree of-Structure

High Medium Low

1.6 1.2 1.8

2.6 2.8 1.8

2.1 I 2.0 I. 1.8

Raw .MeanS

1.5

2.4

In terms of the main effect for delivery system, the

children who only worked with the teachers were perceived

as being able to be interrupted significantly more easily

than those children who were involved in the teacher -plus-

day -care mother system. In terms of the interaction, hbTf.-

ever,.it appears that.the children in the high- and medium-

structure groups who received the teacher-plus-day-care
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mother intervention 1,ore viewed as s1P.nificantIy niore

resistant to interrution.

Abilit7 to Accept Help in -,oing Things (Scale
Item /123)

Analysi7, of this rating yielded a signifibant

interaction-involving,educational structure and pre- vs.

Posttesting (4.5.51, df=2 5, o.05), wit.no other sigr.

nificant main effects or interactions. TabA,. 23 presents

the moans for the van. exPerimental grouPs for pre- and

posttesting..

Table 23: -Means for the var±ous', experimental
groups -for -Pre- and pOsttesting. for

"abilitu to accept.help-on doing things"...

Degree of Structure

Teacher
Only
Teacher
and DON

Pro and
Post Neans

.

High m.edium Low
Pre IPost Pre I Post I Pre 'Post

1.6 I 1.7 1.5 1.4 i 1.4 1 1.3

1.3 I 2.6 2.5 I 2:\O 1.8 1 1.3

1.5 I 1.9 2.0 I 1.7 1.6 1 1.3

1.7 1.9 , 1-.5

, The data indicato_that the childrdn in the high-

Rai
"eans

1.5

1.8

strUcture group wero perceived as doLTIonstrating a moderate

decrease in their ability io accept heln from nro- to post-

testing, while the children in the medium and low-structure

groups were viewed as becoming more open to accepting heln.
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. Nervous Habits (Scale Item '12(:)

Analysi_s of this dimension revonlefl a siffnificant

three-way interaction involving,educatitonalstructure,

delivery system and time of testing (P=5.69, df=2,44,

p .05) with no other main effects or interactions at-

taining significance. Table 24 presents the mean f

pre- and poSttesting for the,various.exper
1ntal groups.

Table 24: Means for the ious experiment 1
groups for pro- and po testing ofr "ncrvou
habits"

Teachers
Only
Teacher
and DCM

Pre and Post
Means

Cell 'leans

))e-gree of StTucture

High 1,edium L.eW

Pre Post Pre. Post re IPost

1.3 I
1.5 1 1.7 1 1.,0

2.h

.1.7

2.0 2.02.012.1 .1 1 1.5

1.,. 1

1.9 1.8 1.9 4. 1 1.3

1.9 1.9 1.4

'Raw
leans

1.9

As was the case with the threq-way interaction for

the dimension Curiosity, there was a good deal of vari-
,

abilipy in teachers' initial ratings of the children's

nervous; habits. However, deS'pite this initial/ vari-:---

abilitv, the tro groups which demonstrated decrerin

frequenby of nervous habits over time were, the high-

structure toacher-plua-day-.care'mother and the low-

structure teacher-only groups (see Figure 2). Currently,

.there is no discernible r7tionale for this particular,

complex result.
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Figure 2: rraoh,of,3-wav interaction -for
"nt_,Pvous habits"
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4
k. Emotional. Response to Frustration (Scale Item #30)

.1.nalysig of this characteristic revealed a sig-

nificant, triple interaction fon degree of educational

structure, delivery system and time of testing (1+ =5.22,

df=1,46, p--.05). Table 25 presents the mean ratim7s

for the various experimdntal. conditionS for pre- and,post-

testing.

Table 25: Means for the A17ious experimental
groups for pre-*and posttesting for
"emotional response to frustration",

Degree of Structure

Teacher
Only

Teacher
and DCM

Pre and
Post Means

Ct.11 leans

Hi h Medium Low
Pre I Post Pre i Post I Pre Post

1.4 1 2.1 2.5

_

2.4 J 1.9

,

1.4

,2.1 1.4 -2.2 2.9 1.8 1.9

1.8 11.8 I 2.,4 I 2.7 1.9 1.2

1.8 2. 1.6-

9

x
2.1

The, following figure (Figure 3, indicates the nature
of the pre-post changes for the vari us experimental groups.

Here again, there was a good deal\ of variability with

respect to the initial ratings. The data indicate that, tyro

groups were less to tolerate frustration from ore- to

posttesting: medium structure teacher-plUs-day-care mother

/7 'and high structure, teacher only. Also; two groups were

more able to tolerate frustration from pre to/Posttosting;

high structure teacher-plus-day-care mother and low struc-

ture, teacher. only.



Pigure 8: rtranliic presentation, of 3-way
interaction for "emotional response to frustration"
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1. Patl?nd 3 (Scale Item, #31)

Analysis' of this rating.indidr.td. a si-gnificant

main effect for degree of educational structure (F=9.56,
\

df=2,43, p<.05). jlo other main effects or interac tions
'

were significant. 11a, mean ratings (high score means

highimpatienee) for the various educational groups are.

presented below:
/7

High Structure r 1.8

Medium 'Structure./ 3.2

Low Structure. 2.5

The data indicate that the children in the highly

structured group were percoyied as being the most patient,

followed by the low structure and medium structure groups,

m. Intensity of Overt Anger (Scale Item #33)

Anal , of th-Ls 'dimension yielded la significant

main effect for, degree orstructure (F=7.94 df=2 46,

p<.05). 'The means for the three educational strUcture

groups .are presented below:

High Structure . 1.7--

"cdium Structure 2.5

Low Structure 1.5

respectively.

The data indicate that the teachers in the medium ed-

ucatIonalsstructure group perceived their children as h^av-

ing.a slight but significant tendency in the direction of



displaying more overt anger,- as compared to the other two

educational groups.

In view of the exploratory nature of this study we

believ it is usefdl to mention, that there wre four

ratings which attained what might be termed "borderline"

levels of significance, ! values of 3.50 or greater.

(4, scribe these below briefly.

n. Obedience (Scale Item / /L)

Analysis of this characteristic yielded an T4.93

(df=2,46) for degr-ee of educational structure. The means

or the- throe groulo-s-er-presented below:

High Structure 2.2

edium Structure 3.0

Low Structure/ , 2.4

Tho data indicate a tendc c for the children in the

medium structure group as beir/g perceived as somewhat less

obelient than the children in the other two eduptional

groupc.

o. Concentration (Scale Item tqi)

Analysis of this dimension, yielded n 7 of 3%52

(df=1,46) for pre- vs. postte ting. The pretest mean

was 2.7, while the postnst mean was 2.4, indicatinF, a

tendency toward increased concentration .from' pro- to post-

testing.

p. Anger (Scale Itenl #16)

Analysis of this characteristic yielded an'.7 of

a
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3.53 (df=2,46) for .degree of educational structure. The

means for thu various educational gr6ups are presented be-

low:
High Structure '2.1

nediumtructure 2.9

Low Structure 2.0

There was a tendency for the chi1dren'in the medium

structure group to be perceived as displaying .more anger,

compared to the children in the other =t16 groups.

n. Attention-:Seeking Devices (Scale Item #27)'

Analysis-of this ratinfr. yielded an n cif 3.5Q

(df=2,43) for degree of educational structure. The means

for the three educationq.Lr'.rouns arc presented below:

Hirh.Structure 2.4

Podium Structure 3.0

tow Structure 1.8

The data indicate a tendencv for the children in the

low structure group to have engaged least in att ntion=

seeking behavior3, followed by the high structur

medium structure7rotiPs respectively..

and

Summary flo significant main or interaction ef-

fects ware found fpr 17 of the 34 behavioral items rated

in this study. On three scales, a pre -host mein effEl-ct

was Wnificant; namely, the children were morenvigorods

and energetic", more Ts, sfied with their,academic accom-
.

:- is ", and better able to "concentgate" at the end



of the program than at the bk,..,7innir7. Seven scales re-

vealed a man yffot of thedgroc of structure in the

educational program. The children in the high and medium

sti-ucturedprograms were less "hyperactive" and more in-

volved in "daydreaming" than those in the low- structured

program. Also, children in th'e high-structured program

wore more "patient" than those in the low-structured

program, who wore themselves more 'patient than those in

the medium-structured program. The-medium-structured

group exhibited more ''intense overt anger", "anF,er,in

genor 1" and "obedience" as Well as using more "attention--

seeklA In all but "obedience", the me:.ium

trouo was followed, r:aspectivoly, by the high- structured

and then the low- structured groups. There was one

nificant' main effect for the delivery systm: Children

whose prov:rars involved the teacher working with the 11.7

care ,mother 'exhiLitc0 a "greater interest in school'iork"

than did those children whose prrams involved only

the tec.cher. ThOugh there are six other vlriablus for

which .simlificant Variation was ,round, the result s involve

sufficiently complex tnteraction effects, in which, given

the sample Size of eachgroup, little confidence should

he plr.ced..

No discerniblepattern is N..nt at this point that,

would serve to organize these results- Further refined'

anPaysqs mar be possible, but 'n

present program.

\in the context the
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SUNNARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study examined the effects of-three_leVels of

structure of educational programs in the faril±.y day care

on the cognitive development and social behavior of pre-

schodl children. The essential experimental design was a

3x2x2 factorial with three levels of structure of educa-

tional proirams (high, medium and .low) two levels of "de-

livery" stems (teacher'only instructing the child versus

teacher and day care mother instructing the child), and

two repeated measures (pre- and posttesting. In addition,
X

there was a comparable sized group of children in an -denti-

cal family day care situation but .without any kind of k ca-

tional intervention. The highly structured educational

program follows precisely the Bereiter-Engelmann approach

to cognitive development. The medium-structured program

was an adaptation of Phyllis Levenstein's Verbal Inter-

/
action Program (VIP). The low-structure situation in-

volved what we -have called "friendly visitation ", which is

essentially another friendly adult spending6oMe time with

the child but g.ided by n =consistent educational philoso-

phy or pedagogical program.

( Three-standardized measures of the dogrative ability

of preschool children were used in this Addy: th6 Pei,-

'body. Picturc-VocabUlary Test (PPVT), Caldwell's PreschOolf

.

ti
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Inventory (PI) and EngelMann's Basic Concept Inventory

(BCI). In addition, a behavioral rating scale developed

by Rubinwas used by the teacheT-s t rate each child in

the program. Each hild was tested on each of the measures

and rated on each of the scales at the beginning of the

pregramand then once again at the end Of the program.

-

The results are. unequivocal. On.each of he co-ni-

tive measures used,.the children improve from the first

tosting at the beginning of the program to the second

testing at the end of the Program In. addition on both
_

the PPVT-and the-PSI, which are norm-referenced tests, the

children generally exceed the normal maturation levels

b.a!od on 'the standardized Population., Mcre importantlx,

wh711 nere are no differences among the various groups

-b,9sod upon different edudational programs or delivery

systems, these experimental groups as a whole show sub-

stantial and significant improvement when -compared with the

day care corit.Trol group. °Thus,-it seemsthat educational

intervention has a*significantly positive effect on the
N

children's cognitive development irrespective of the exact

form that the.educatiopal intervention takes. It perhap

should be further.pointed out that the total ,mount of in-

tervention is approximately two to fur ho rs a week. vet

even Lhis minimal amount of special attention to the cogni-

tive development of child results in substantial improveinent

-86 -
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in their cognit1_7e abilities.

We found no effects on approximately half of the

social behavior ratings. On about another third of the

behavior ratings, there are l'aain effects base6 on the

degree of educational structure, secondarily on dif-

ferences in pre- and. post measures, and one on the nature

of the delivery system., There seems to be no discernible.

pattern to these main effects nor to the remainder of the \

interaction effects which, given the small sample size per \

cell in the factorial design, does not inspire grevt,t con-

/
fidence.

In short, while we think. the results cn the cognitive

measures are unequivocal, the same may not be said for the

social behavior rating scales. It is possible that fur-

ther detailed analyses of both thecognitive measures and

the social- rating scales may yield additional information,

lic; feel that the present results are important in their

own rirr.ht.
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APPENDIX II

MATERIALS USED IN THE. VERBAL INTERACTION PROGRAM

(11'3,rbal Interaction,Stimulus Ma*terials).

I Books

Pat the Bunny - D. Kunhardf
-Goodnight. Moon- - M. W. Brown
Tall ',Book of Mother Goose - FRojankovsky
Millions of Cats - W. Gag
Runaway Bunny - M.W. BrOwn,'
Cat in the Hat - DrH,Se4ss
Snowy Day - E.J. Keats

=Toys

To.y Chest
Playskool KnOcko t Bendh

,

SesaMe Street Shap S and Colors Stidk-ons
Playskool Pounding Bench
Postal Station
Col-orol Wagon
Cash Register
CreatiVeNumber Sorter
Tambourine
Schdol Bus
Xylophone"°
Telephone
Tea Set
Action Garage
Farm
Hand Puppets

.

?Fruit Puzzle
Things Puzzle
Pick -up Circus-Puzzle
Pick-up House Puzzle
Pick-up Vehicle Puzzle /

j) 4) 9
: "



APPENDIX III

Rating ,Guide for Teacher's iting Scales

INSTRUCTIONS:
, .

1. You are asked to fill in one set of rating scales,for=each'_

child in your 'cla.S._ .

whois in this study..

2. Before you Start rating, please familiarize Yourself with the

.full description of the ratingscales. You will find it- in

this Rating.Ouide, following the instruct.ionsHieu. are now.

reading. The title of each scale'ls meant merely .to. give a.,

rough indication-of t he nature'. of the scale. Only a-careful

reading of the whole description of .a'given.scale will reveal

in detail on what kinds of.behavior; or,what .perSonal charac-.

teristics, we ask you to. rate the child.

3.

,

',.

For each scale you have, a choice of ,.rating a child as'1,3,5,7,

tsr
or 9 . In the de cription.Of each scale we have indicated when

a child,should-b, aced-as 1;5 or,9. (Sometimes the 'meaning

of 3 and:7 is also spelled out; in other cases it follows

from the context.)

4. Please indicate rating number in the box to.the
,b left" of the

question.

5. Please rate each child according tb his usual behavior in field

dcovere. by each particular scale, always donsidering the last

.four weeks just preceding theidate of your rating. 'Try to

not let one or two-,unusual indidonts, or the child'Sbehavior

-on the last day or two, unduly..influence your rating,. but

rather coriSider,the. whole four-week period.
, .

.

6. The numbering of the scale points-4e not represent-value judg-

ments Oi:le or nine are not necessarily "good" or "bad". po-

sitions. What we- would normally consider as .aVerage for the

age croup is not' necessarily at 5, the midnoint of the scale,

although Sometimes it is.

7. It is also. imperative that you should'not hesitate to rate a

child in an ."uncomplimentary" way. The. imnortance.,of obtAn.;,

ing as objective a rating as humanly possible is very obvious.

These ratings will .not be used .for or again 't anybody,- and

the -.only Way ,we'can hope for. atrue.representation, in the ra-

tings, of t he, existing individual: differences is if you can .

persuade yourself to give us your ,own true oninions.

8. When you rate a child on one particular scale, try to base

`your rating.exclusively on the area. _under, considerition. -Po

not lot the scales color your rating on this particular scale.-.

9.. The masculine pronoun (he) has been used throughout for con-

venience. It applies vh,2ther the child whom you arc ratinq

is male or/female.

:0)0i99



Child's Name.
Teacher

Date of Obserfation
,Center/Home

Question
,Number

DESCRIPTION OF SCALES

ENERGY LEVEL

1. Child is vigorous and energetic most of the time.. Is

full of vim and pep.

3.
5. Child sometimes displaySgreat energy, (e.g.,,in stimu-

lating Situations) but quite often is lacking in vim

and vigor. \

9. Child is difficult to stir to energetic. activities.

Most of '.the time he is lacking in vim and 'vigor.

2. MOOD

1. Child is more often cheerful and happy than depressed

and gloomy.

5. Child is sometimes cheerful and happy, and sometimes

depressed' and gloomy.

7. .

. .
.

9. Child is more often depressed and gloOmy than cheerful

and'ihappy

SATISFACTION IN ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

1. Child often shows pleasure at his academic achievements.

3.
5. Child sometimes shows pleasure at hj.s academic achieve-

mentS.
7.-

\ ,

9. Child never shows pleasure at his academic achievements.

It does not seem to make apiy difference to him whether

he is achieving a lot, or Very little.,

OBEDIENCE

1. Child always obeys commands, requests,.suggestions
by'

teacher and:other adults in'authoritY,

3.
5. Child usually obeys requests but occasionally disobeys.

7.
9. Child habitually resists suggestions by teacher and,

other adults.



Number
.

oe ,

!PERFECTIONISM IN 'SGIT.0011 WORK

1. Child, wants to have all his work turn out perfectly. He
iS,seldom satisfied with the mark he has done, e.g., of-
ten rewrites Tages; if,he made a mistake in reading one
word he insists.on repeating the, whole sentence, may de-
Stroy his lIaintings bedausc-he_is .dissatisfied with them, etc.

3t
5. Child sometimes makes spontaneous attempts to improve his

work but these efforts are not very.great or persistent.
7.-
9: Child is satisfied with doing the sloppiest' work in school

subjects. Usually takes the line of least effort.

6. CONCENTRATION (Attention Suall)

1. Child, .can us concentrate on his.':task well-and for
long periods o,f time.

5. Child is' able to stay with his work fOra limited time.
7.
9. Child shifts his attention, from his work qxcessivelY fre-

quently. Is continually stopping his main activity in
order to gaze about, look at somebody else, etc..

7. ASPIRATION LEVEL

1. Child is
usually

to try things that are hard to
do.. He usually striyes to attain more and more.

3..

5. Child is sometimes willing to try to do hard things but
often prefers easy tasks.

7. ,

9.. Child cilaracteristitally undertakes only what is easy,.
No never seems to strive for more-than he can easily manage.

a, HYPERACTIVITY

1. -Child can sit qdistly for long periods. Does not squirm
or fidget much.

J.
5.- Child tends to fidget somewhat, but his restlessness is

not very:marked.
-

9. Child cannot sit still, tends to fidget about a great
deal, is exceptionallly restless. -



9. CURIOSITY: ASKING QUESTIONS

1.. ChildA.s keenly curious and

tions (for information, not
ally insists on more than a

questions.
3

;

5. Cild often tries-to gat information about new or strange

things, but does nOtpursue his questioning very far.

7.

inquiSitiVe. Asks 'many quest

simply.for attention). Usu-

superficial answer to his

9. Child -consDicuously'fails to .ask questions, even about new

or strange things.

10. CURIOSITY: EXPLORING FOR HIMSELF 4

'1. Child shows a very high degree of curiosity by exploring,

Investigating, trying out things. He always wants to

know how things work, what is inside,,what it smells like etc.

3.

5. Child` shows tendencies
to,.explore for himself, but does

not, pursue this very far.,

7.
9. Child he.rer tries to expldre, .investigate, or try out

_things for himself, Shows no curiosity in these respects.

11. :JERKINESS OF.MOVEMENTS

Child's movements are Very smooth andharmonious.

3.
5. Movements are not as smooth and wdll-controolfed ad-could-

be expected at his age, but they ere not ,excessively jerk;/..

7.
9. Child's movements.are often jerky, :sudden,-abrupt.

12. .QUARRELSOMENESS
yw

1. Child very seldom gets involved in disputes, quarrels, or

fights with other children.

3.

5. Child quarrels and fights with other chilen about as much

as is expetted at his age.

7.
9. Child's contact with others very often results in argument,

quarreling,'fighting, etc.,'
(regardless of who started it).

)



EFFECT OF PRAISE BY TEACHER

1. Praise usually utimulates child to greater efforts.
3..'Praise sometimes stimulates child to greater efforts, some-

. times not, bto.t is not likely to make him decrease his efforts.:
5. Praise sometimes stimulates child to greater efforts but

sometimes makes him ,relax his efforts.
7. Praise sometimes makes child relax his efforts, sometimes

not, but is not likely to stimulate him tb greater efforts.
9. Praise usually makes child relax his efforts. A'pparbiltly

he only works hard until he gets the praLse.

EFFECT OF CRITICISM BY TEACHER

1.. Criticism of auXlity or quantity 'of work done by; the child
usually,stimulates him to g3eater efforts.'

3. Criticism sometimes stimulates child to.greater efforts,
-sometimes not, but is not likely, to make him decrease his
efforts.

5. Criticism sometimes stimulates child to greater efforts:
but sometimes makes him,decrease his efforts.

7. Criticism'sometimes makes child decrease his efforts, sOme
times not, but is not likely to stimulate him to greater;
efforts.

. Criticism usually makes child decrease his efforts, to
6give up".'

DAYDREAMING
,

1.: Child is never seen daydreaming.
3%N.

5..Child indulges in some' daydreaming but this does not present
a problem. 0

7.
9: Child indulges in excessive. daydreaming.

16. H ANGER.

i I. Child gets angry only very rarely.
3.
5. . Child gets, angry once in a Mhile, about as often as most

other children his age.
7.
9. Child gets angry\Very often, Is readily angered by diffi-

culty, failure, disappointment,-deniai of ids wishes, vio-
lation of this rights, disciplinary measures,, teasing,
aggression on Dart of otherchildren,



17. , SELF-CONFIDENCE

-6--

L. Child usually shows great selfconfidence. E.g., he vol-

unteers to take en some respn8ibility,etrusts his own

' judgments, is willing to express his opinions, etc.'7

5. Child shows some Salf-confidence.'
7.

9. Child shows. very little self -confidence.. His behavior is

usually hesitant. He.tries'to see first how.others do

something before he does it, he is reauctant to exnress
opinions,; etc :

Please rate on the basis of apparent (overt) self -confidence

regardless of, what may lie behind the surface.

18. INTERE4T. IN SCHOOLWORK.

1. Child is very eager to learn, is easily stimulated by

schoolwork..
3..
5.,Child is4nterested somp,times, but not so: much other ,t

7.
9. Child spows no.interest'in schoo/lwork at all.

mes..7

lg.. ORIGINALITY ,

1.' Child: shows great, originality,- etg., uses- play equipm nt

in novel ways, tries out new methods inpainting,. invents

new 'games, etc. Does not copy ethers.

3. .

5. child sometimes copies'o-j, but sometimes produces

rather original ideas.' ,4
a

7.
. A

.

.g

.

19. Child shows no originality at all. Follows the convention-

! al ways or copies ethers.
..

20.-

9

IkaERMv.,LIZED STANDARDS

1. Child often shows signs of having internalized standards

cf behavior, e.g., waits for his turn, recognizes others'

rights,- does not' take advantage of weaker children, owns

up to some mischief he has done ,seems to feel badly

after hitting somebody, etc.

Child shows some of these si ,ns sometimes, but not very.

often.
7.
9. Child shows no signs at a 1 of any internalized standards

of behavior.

I 0 4



SULKING

1. Child practically'never sulks.

3.
5. Child sulks !infrecaently, or for very ,short times.

7.
9. Child sulks frequently or prolengedly.

-7-

22. 'ABILITY TO INTERRUPT AN ACTIVITY IF NECESSARY

'1.. Child is easily able to interrupt even a much favored ac-

tivity if there is a necessity for it.

3.
5. Child sometimes finds it difficult to interrupt some

activities.

.7.
9. Child finds it extremely difficult to interrupt an ac-,

elren if it is one he does not really, like.

23. ABILITY TO 'ACCEPT HELP IN DOiG 4,,=8

1. Child islways able and willing to accept hkJlp in his

academic work:
3.

5. Child sometimes refuses to accept' help.

7.
9. Child habitually reflises to accept help,.

p

214. .

t

BLAMING OTHERS

1. Child- very rarely blames others- f r his own difficulties

or failures . . 6'
1

,

3. .
.

5. ,Child occasionally blames others. ,

7..

., ,

9,., Child customarily, blames others-f('r all his difficulties

and failures.
,

25. PERSISTENCE
.

.

1. Child tends to, persist steadfastly with a task, despite

Groat difficulty or failure. Does not.lose.hear:b easily.

3. . ,

.

5./ Child usually persists for a whilesbut.if the difficulty

is,not overcome fairly prmptly, he quits.

7,
J. Child loses heart' and quits ton readily.. Shows no per-

sistence at all.

1 ,f)



26.

8-

NERVOUS HABITS

1. Child is fret from ,t11 signs of nerw:us habits, such as

thumb sucking, nail biting, hair curling or twisting

clutching. hands, biting lips,.etc. -

.
Child shows one or two nervous habits but only toda mild 4'

degree.
7.

9. Child shows numerous habits - or - marked addiction tee one.

27. ATTiNTION-SEEKING DEVICES

Please consider so-called "negative" attention-seeking devices

like the following
needless requets or questions, silly verbal.behar,
clown ng, showing off,'shouting, testing limits, tattling,

cryin tAtrums, hiding; playing sick, or other. Mart
from our rating, piease mention what kind of attention-

seeks g'devic'es this'child employs.)
4

1. Child never'seeks teacher's attention through devices'

similar to the ones described above.
a

3. Child occasienally empl4s such devices.

7.
9. Child quite frequently resorts to such devices.

28. ImpuLs2 CONTROL

1. Child has usually good control of his impulseS. Very

seldom acts impulsively.
3.

.

. 5, Child .has some control of his impulses, but sometimes

acts rather
7.
9. .Child is extremely impulsive. He very- seldom stops to

=think about thl.: consequences of his actions.

29. FREE' EXPRESSION OF EMOTIONS

1. Child expresses his emotions freely. Barely attempt;

conceal them.
3.
5.. Child sometimes attempts to conceal his emti,-ns.

7.
9. Child always attemp s to conceal hisemotions.

Please indicate: w at kinds of emotions do you have in mind?

0



MOTIONAL RESPONSE TO FRUSTRATION

-9-

1, If child is Frustrated in tryingcto accomplish some'task,
he lasually-is able to do something about it in an unemo
tional way: trios to overcme the bbstaele, seeks,help,

leaves the situation, etc.,

Child sometimes reacts to frustration unemotionally bUt

sometimes displays strong emotions.
7.
9. Child usually r?acts to frustration in a highly emotion-al

way: might cry or kick, leave the'sitation sobbing, etc.

31. 1PATIENC

32.

1.- Even if child wants to do something badly,"'he can.ustialr

brinlg himself to wait.patientI#. if he is thirsty, .

he can wait.f4cr a or he he wants to use some mar

teri 1 on read a book that is tied up, he can di: some-

thin elise in the meantime and then go back to it, etc

3. \
I

5. Aboutl average patience. qhild can wait for short periods-

v-but gets restless if he has to wait for lon.g:

7.
9. 'Child '.4.s ekceptionall'y im atient. Whatever, he wants to

Have 6r to dr,,he wants it"immediately.
I -

SEEKING TEAGHER'S'APPROVAL*.

1. Child dOes actively sol-ielit.teacheros approval in apprr,...
- .

priate ways through accePtabae behavior, ,

3..
...

, J ,

/5. If child do,es not get a lot nf, approval from teabher
sp,ntaneously:he actively ,solicits it. '

7. i'

9. Teacher's aoprOval is ail- important for child. Ho can't

have enough of,,it. Eyen if he gets a lot, he still

s,:licits more. ,

33. INTEI;SIT-Y. OF OVERT ANGER

'1. Child-nractically never overtly dizplays anger. He either

cfles not becordeangry or suppresses overt signs :4' his.

an:zor.

3. When child is n3ered, he usually only shows gild temfier,

not violent.
.

5. When angered, clildis equally likely to show mild or

,
violent temper.

1 7. When angered, child is more likely to show vinlont than

,mild temper.
9. When angered, th child's display of anger is almost al

ways violent, li e throwing, hitting, kicking things,

crying vilently,\becoming violently negativistic, etc.

k ,

+.)
A

<,
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0 34. COMMWCATION ItITH PEER ,9
,,

-
.l. Child talks to other &lildren freely and spontaneously..

t,H
3. ,

.5. Talks ,fairly frely to,his friends but cdnsiderabl)? lessto others.
7.

't,
,

.0
9.. child is not inclined to .speak 'to other children unles'sspoken to and even then would -hold back sometimes..

, .

,

N ,

35. EMOTIONA1, REACTION,TO CRITICISM
0

f.
_:,1- Chilli tends to ignore

.

Criticisictoward him. Either-yould',not act upon adverseipomments or wou,ld'appea not to have
. . .,.7.heard or understmdHcritical remarks.

.. :

. ,

a- r
3.\ d

)

5. Child'tends to take notice Of criticism (e...., by changing,' ;his behavior) but does not get udset'or mad about it. -
7.

.
.

.

.`9. Child is extremely sensitive to criticir,ve.g., getsmad dr t'earful if crJticized.,
e .

4

ti

a

0.

O

a 4.
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NASSAU COUNTY DAY CARE PROGRAM

GENERAL TITERVIEW SCHEDULE'

1. :Ude NO. of Interviewer

'2 Date of Interview
(Month).

gNFORnATION ABOUT CHILD '

3 Code.No.Qof day care-child

4. Sex of child (check one): F 11

(Year)

(1) (2)

5.. Child's age as of Oct. 1,'1973 (in months):
-

6 Child!s birtihweight (in ounces,):

7. Based
,

on your experience 'hbvi would .you categorize the child's.

present health status? Check one.)
, .

Poor . Fair \
Good ,Fxcellent

(l)\ (2) A
(3) (4)

8.a.Did the child'have any at or currant significant medical

problems. e.g., convulsive cl.lsorders, cardiac, asthma, hernia,

respiratory, psYchiatric, etc.? (Please check one)

Na
't (0)

b.If "Yes", please list them:

Yes'.

(1)

11

0 I 0 9



-2-
.

Lit the sex, age as of. Oct. 1973, and 'grade-or ocupatibri of

.the.sibli:n .rs currentlY living wth the childi starring withth e .

youngest
f

// Age on,10/1/73c
SexAF=1;M=2) (years and mos.) 'School grade dr

a

10. 'How many siblings are currently living at riome?'

V ,

li. What is the total number of older siblings

home?.

currentlliving at

How many of the older siblings living at home are of

sex?

13. How many
sex?

he same.,

the bider siblings living at home are of tile -opposite

14. What is the total number of younger siblings currently living at

home?'

15. How many of the younger siblings living at home' are of th sate

sex?

16. how many of the younger siblings living at home are of the

opposite sex?

17. Is the child's mother living with,her/him? (Please checlione.)

go Yes
(0)

C?



20.

s th7:bhildJs father livin with her/him?' (Please' check one.)

NO' Yes
(0)

Indluding everyone, what
the same home?.,

Excluding child., parents
bers of the household'(e

Relationship:

(1)

is the total number of people living in

and- siblings, please list all other mem-

.g., grandparent, aunt, uncle, etc..)..

Sex (F=1;M=2) Age., N .

a

. Whicil is (are)
home? (Please

the predominantLlanauage(s)
Check ene':)-

English only

Spanish only'
(2.)

English and Spanish'
(3)

English and other (specify)
(4),

used in the child4._

,

'Other oily <specify)

1,

(5)

In1=ATI0N';,BOUT CHILD' 0..MOTHER

22. Age (in years)

23.a.Highest sc'.lool grade completed (Please check one.):

Elementary (6th. grade or Mess)
. , (1)

(7th4th grade).Junior. high, school

9

Some high school'
(3)

Completed high school

Some college
-7577

Completed college

(4)

(6) J 0

(2)



6

b.Has ths me t"...(.r had an

check 1.) No
( 0 )

trairlin7% (Plase
Y6s

(1
.

)

If "Yes" plea r'
Check "blot

ar,:)plicable
(9)

24.a place of birth (plase specify):N

chec!7. onc:

(1).
(- :o.11 city (undsr 25.00)

2)

_.arc''. city (over 25,C00

(3)

..Lrrisburg, Pa.;

(e.g., Chicago, T?oSton, -"an FranCiSco),

.1:other's e7p1c7,ymnt status - oai employment Out:

ilome (pl-eape-chok all that app17): (Zlank = 0; =

\

(1) JOnc
.

(2) rart-time: (n1Ft)_

(6) Wc.:..nds

(7).0t:1,'!r (plea3E: specify)

major occupation.(paid),

(day)

rleast specify:

ot -applicable



26,a.Is mother ourreVy in an oCcunitional training program?

(Please chec 4nc.)
4 ( 0 )

(1)

:b.Approimatel hew many hours per :Tee is she involved in such

Cot applicable
(99)

c..or-wHat occupation is shy training?
b

.I.TJA applicable
() ).)

27., Vhat' arE; the occupW.Orrial aspirations of mother? (Please try to

be as specific as.poSsible.)

28. What_doeS the mother estimate her own .general health status to be?

(Plea se c'oeck

Poor
)

Fair
(2) (3)

Excellent

29, tn.? average, :1351,1 many hour's "per day does mother spend with.the

child who is receivin7 day care?

3U., What was tlie average weekly income. of the fami ly prior to the

receiving-day care service?

s.

3f. What is the averar4.) Weekly income Of the fathily now while the

is receivi:ng day care service?

32. Vithin the last. 5 7ears-; how many different addresses as'thC..

family had?



:INFORiqATIOA .a0Ut

11133._ 'Age (in years)

34.8.. Highest schooD1 grade comple d (T,='leas k

LI

.TAementar'y (Gth grada ór less)
(1)

Junior high'school (7th -8th grade)

Some-Tligh school -
(3)

Completed high school
r

Somo
(5)

CoMpleted college.
(6)

b..ias th
-ie father had any specific vocational tranin!7? 611.Jase

;than. Sti,), iJo Yes
,(0) (1)

4 )

( )

7f-"Yes", pleas,e specify what kind, or check "Mot a7onlicable".

applicabl&
(t))

. o

35.a--.waterTs pla.c of b4rth (Please specify):.

b- p,leaSe

nural
'(a)

2mall city (und,.?rs25,000)

,arre.cTv,;y (ovc:r 25,000 Nobile, Ala.; HarricburF Pa.,

r2roy,
%(3)

Suburban
( 4),

Iletropolis
11.v.d.,'Chicago, Boston -:7an Pi,andisco

36. ',Fater's-employMenU-statuS - i. e , paid. employment outide o

home (Plew3se check all that apply ) :

(1)Tfon

(2) Parttim (night)

-(3) Part-time (day)

(14) Full-time' (night).

(5) FuIl-time (day )
e-

('6) Weekends.

(5)

(7) -Other (specify) :



g.

b

-7--

. Is father e,r:b1Tied'-' (C1lac, ape.) Yes,
Ci) .

(1)

-Father's occupa..(If unemployed, what, kind of work would he

do if he werworking

Please' spcif::,7:

_38.a. Is father currently engared in an occupational.training'profrramcii

(Please cl-_eck one.) ho \ Yes -

7(0'
b. Approximatf'..-fly how many hours per week he lmolvod in such-.

training?

Hot appl...cal)le
(09)

what occupation 1s '1e trainin

ar,: the occupational aspirations of father?-

oe as-spectfiC.as possible.)

(Ploasi-: try- to
,

\
O

40.: nat does'ne Tathor.estimate his-own:general ;,-..ealth status to

check one`)-.

toor° air Good ExceIZent

(]..
-,, (2) (3).. - C4)

Al. 'On the avera'ge howlm,ank-heurs-per daydbes:the.fa,thor snend with.
.\

the-. child uho, is.1"10 eiVini7-da;T. care?'
..

:-...
. .,,

.., .,_
42. -:Vat was to average weekly ;income of the faMilY pr'?-. ^.r' to the

Caild-'.:: re-ce iV Inp: da care ;Jervice?
- ,

'43, hat i3tH1? averaa-weekly income ofithe family now while 4the
,.

child i rce-....v.ng day.care servic?' -

44. Withitih the last 5 years, how many different addreszes has the

family had?

FhYSICAL FL CHIL1Y'S d-TOF

/15. ate rr :.any rooMs, exclUding bathrooms, does the fathlly occuny?.

111116.a.Does the child have access to a tel'evision sot around th,4 house?

check one.) .
: Yes

(0) (.0
sot

1 I 5



b. Approximately-hr):, ilours per day does ho watch television?

pn watch? (Please

specify,'or 'cheok c t apPlica .)

aPplicable.
( )

-4;i1e, family subscribe to, or routinely. buy, a ,nespaper(s)?

('leas(: No Yes

(0) .
,(1)

b. specify which ones, or check "Lot applicable

'71

Hot applicable °

())
,: ,..

4a:'-a. l!C4 man', maazint:z/roriodicals does the farnIly.subscrThe cc,. or

routinely ''Iuy?'

1-. .Plase'spe.cify -ilc ones, or choc1('"!slot aPpl4cable"..

.
149. flased-on '&'*ur experienc and toe usual weather .for the sea,3on, :

Icould you ,ay tliat tiietqmperr,tura of -Elie 'house :.is Cplease.c.1.yck on._

.
,

Colder than avdrapa

Overage
(2)

Aarmer tClan.a,;:arasr
. ,

( 1)

( 3 )

J c)



50.

52.

N .

Based on youre-fikper.lene, would you say that' the no'.:; lev..el 'of.

the house i3 (1, leasc. c'leck one):

No

Average
s-1)

(2)
Quieter than average

(3)

ja6ed o'l,/vOur experience, how would you rate the7housohold with

rspect to cleanliness'.' (Please check one.).

-.

Dirty
/ (1)

AXTeraze

/
(2)

/7,;ry Clean
(3)

. / .

.

. .

9ased on your experierice, how would you rate ti-._ illumination of

Vne household9 (Please checl:.one.)
/

F)ark-

Adetate
( 2 )

( )

nlaymates, inclUding sibling, doss

child have, i.e.,-children played with on a fairly 37,,r;ular

basis?

Eryr many of tne brothers and/or sister::: are h

;'ates?

Approximate' of the child's,playmates,.includin
playm.ate, are of .the same sex.?

3of Ariproxii,Aately hcrs: ran of the child's playmates, inclUdin:sibUng
pla7mats, are of the opposite 'sex?

the

) 0 1 1 7



i"! V

Tt* --r7Tr:TITTIVTWy. ji

r.7"

PI;NTSTCAT, f'7''TERTr', T'W2 (,,here annlice;le)

) I

59.a.

xcluding.bathrooms, ho,J many rooms are there in the ,s
-tone°

F,xcluding bathroorls, hol:t many of these roms are use .for the
4a7 care service?

the children have access to a television set ' t 6 hous°
(Please cieck- ori.) 'To fires

(1)

b. 9proximatel17 A'or many hours ner day ddthe -!itch /te1, v'sion?

0. What tz.-levisoh .,rograms do they tvnically rate' ?j (Pease
.

r
spocify,.or.checL-"14ot apPlicablefl

arinli cable -

(1)

00.a. 7.:%0.9 family sllbscri'Je to, or routinely buv a ne.r.!sprer;')-°
annlic) (Please check one :To ; Yes

r- snecifv

(i0)- (1)
1

7

T.!':,-'ch ones.. or check '''!ot annittcable'l.
j
7.

4pnlicaLde

(?)

many magazines/Periodicals ,!.0-r.:5-' the .ramily subscribe to?-
(where applicable)

b. "'lease. specifY 1,!hich ones, or check Mot applicaille"-..

J >s,



62. Dased on your experfonc,: and the usual .,Feather for th,, t:eason,,

would you sa,r that the te!,,,)eratur cif the house is (please

check one):

Colder than average

Lvt!rage

lamer than average

(1)

( 3)

on :your eToerience, would you 4
a,,T that the noise level of

the '.:louse is (please check one) :
.

Ii
(1)

.11:verao.,e
(2)

rWieter than average

\.;
64 73ased -on your exneri&fte, l'Ow would you rate, sehold ,wit i

respect oto, cleanliness? ,(Please check one..)

(3)

Dirty
(1)

Pverap:e -/

7.cry clean
v

( )

(3),

65, flased on Your eznerienee, how would 7ourate the illum'ination

of the householg (Flase.check one

-fdenuate *Pric,ht

(1). (2) (3)

66. rn, rti-r7 childrp..-,-includl.nr her own, are currentl,T lrein 7. cared

for Chere

Of tie total number in 'nuestion.P66, ho :a1 l her

own? (-,,nere ap'plical)le)

6B. r:T7 many children in\ the sitter's !lone does.thoThhild ola7; with

oll'a fairly conisteqt basin? (wherr,, applica)

69. Kow manv-of these chi dren are of the. same sex?

70. -How nany, of 1-,11-e ren are oT. the opooite sex?

9



-71. Please sllecif', tbe sex nne ac -e (in plont 2,i of co,t. 1, 1173,

of .all c'lildren card for in tl:is/sitter'f7illoe ('7b re

Tf the is O-n,,nlease c.lebk appro-
_

Orfat colurn.

Flex (7=1: 1=2) ere

Pittei^ls child?
o ()) Yes (1)

TiT107;MTTO r;ITTL-R.

72. Code number 'of -sitter
6

-

73., 1,e of sit ter

sc:lool-7rade comnleted (Please cht,.o!7

Flererltary rth prad2 or .

(1)

Junior 111,:r1-1 school (7t"1-8t 7racles)

school
( )

Corr leted .P1 --chool

I .6

(:))

011er2
())

6f (please lnecifv)
ID-1-Ho'ci2c:.: ono:

Thral/
(1)

1 city (under 25,r)0 d)
(2)

I/.rrre citv (over 25,1T) c.7., via.; ",:arr:I.si'TcT Pa.;

/,7ro7, fl.v.)'

(2)

',u;.. urban

(3)

(4) boston, C.htcap.o,
(5)

1) 0 1(7; 0



7 HExcludi c\Liltldren whocorr.e for habv 1:11ease-list (where

:- applicable) all Itiernters-of the o'uc::02,c-' husband, children

parents, niece, nenh-e-,-et.c.)-

77n r

(771=1-:. ) qr-el school rrade/Occunaton

.
children bei.i r sat.for,-arc there ncor)le T:ho

az roularly in tf.. 1-lome_Curinr tie (law tirri

01T7,r checl: ono.) ve.;

or check ,anr.1-1,cable.

cAat ons-111., (':.=1; -72)

) 9



. 78. io (a.1!)
sl.ttcr

(1)
or.17 r

Enrlic..1 and .nani.ih. ,

ii'nrrlisn arid ot'icr(sn.:cif)

(5)

.79. your 11.07r.r',,t,-1-!ol:T does sittr arneart,o feel a''out

posiVion of 1.)int- a ,=;ittrc (Please, cllec)z- any

(1) Just a chore,

(2) 7i:Lancial1- r:wardinp"

(.-3) reardinr

O. kn:7our iudnt, does this .-itter feeTtllat

''eitlrm is ,(nlease check

7e?.ai7.= rout
(1)

ortunity to 1,e creati-J
(2)

In an avera-.e ran-, dwil is tie chIld ,itter's

arplicablo)

rA-: Rh aydra. rlanv hour 'thc child 1;1 t":!t'?:sittrts0,

'1.!')'_':E ? (1.01e2 °e

83. mr:ntls cnlld-becn m,rrular attenclance i.n the

itter."'s 1om'7 ar)1',.ca3e)
4

a,

1,1 42 9
7,,t

ri
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